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Zetas Jump Ship, Abandon Panhel
by Sarah Larson
and
choose plicant with an "undesirable"
standard rushing method would requirements
Not quite three years after only make them suspect to members on the basis of merit ethnic background could always
their abrupt divorce from the students unfamiliar with the alone, or they would be booted off be rejected because her
national sorority, the members of sorority system. The Zetas also campus. In particular, the recommendation wasn't good
Zeta Alpha Phi have once again . mentioned that there is even a Committee on Administration enough.
kicked the traces and resigned tendency among long activated demanded statements from each
In addition, the sorority didn't
from the Panhellenic Council.
sorority women to regard any . national organization regarding care much for the restrictions
At a Panhel dinner two weeks break with tradition as "dirty discrimination.
against drinking in dormitory
ago, Zeta Kathy Miller, then rush."
That year, Rush Week was rooms and intervisitation. Alpha
president of the Council, read a
In addition, the Zetas P.o stponed from January to Delta Pi Grand Council members
statement outlining the sorority's questioned the entire concept of a March while sororities fran- expected the sorority women to
greviances. She along with the Rush · Week. -"We felt like we tically attempted to comply with follow their rules, even if the
other four Zetas on campus didn't get to know people and university stipulations. The university's were more flexible
(President Martha Morrison, they didn't get to know us in one Board of Trustees urged local and the Zetas decided that this
Myra Soifer, Sally Tripp, and week. You can't do that in chapters to get their mother placed unrealistic. limitations on Joan Malick), explained, "We essentially three days of par- organizations to authorize each their behavior: ·
feel that Panhellenic Council is ties." Instead, prospectives local group to discriminate or not
Evidently, the national was
only representative and sensitive should be able to drop in anytime as it desired thus freeing just as glad · to let them go
to the needs of national to meet the sorority's members Lawrence sororities to meet the because, as the Grand President
organizations. As such, we see no and watch them in action. "To university's demands. That year, explained, "This was the rudest,
place in Panhel for a local group hell with this rush thing: 'Go out also, 23 women quit one sorority most radical grmJp any of us had
such as Zeta Alpha Phi."
and get them in three days, and 17 deserted another because ever faced . . . "
·
Primarily, the Zeta were upset ·group!'"
they felt that the elimination of
The members of Zeta Alpha
about rush techniques, the
For two years, since their discrimination from the national Phi don't seem very rude. In fact,
process of attracting new break with the national constitution was not being theirs is a sorority which, if one
membership. Because they are organization, the Zetas have been carried out in actual practice on makes any attempt to meet them
local, and therefore in many trying to get Panhel to change the the Appleton campus.
at all, could easily lay waste to
ways different than the system, "and it just didn't work
By the time the Zeta's jumped the misconceptions currently in
nationally affiliated sororities, for us." The statement Kathy ship, one national had withdrawn vogue about greeks. The women
the general rush conducted first · read reflected their disap- its charter, another national had hold their meetings in their
term every year by the Council pointment when it pointed out divided with one faction Colman sorority room against a
doesn't give Zetas a chance to infractions of Panhel rules and operating as a local and the other backdrop of pyramided beer
adequately communicate what emphasized that nothing was faction as part of the national,
they have to offer to potential ever done about them. Zetas feel and still another sorority had
pledges. The overall represen- that the "spirit of Panhellenic split with many members
tation of what a sorority is as fraternity" just isn't getting returning their badges.
sketched by Panhel often doesn't through, and hope that their
Once upon a time the Zetas
apply to local organizations. And, action will alert the council that were the Theta chapter of the
by the time Rush Week rolls something must be done to make Alpha Delta Pi Sorority.
around in January, most students it more responsive to the desires However, in a Jan. 21, 1970 letter
to the Grand Council, they anhave decided to join a national of students.
group without ever learning
Much of what makes Zeta nounced that they were returning
about the Zetas.
Alpha Phi unique stems from their charter because they felt
Although Panhel rules prohibit their rejection of the goals, at- that they could no longer comply
individual sororities from titudes, and regulations of their with national rules. The one they
rushing new students before national affiliate in 1970. The objected to the most was the
for
recomJanuary, there is a clause that break came on the heels of a requirement
allows groups with less than ten major overhaul of the sorority mendations on each pledge from
members to organize their own system at Lawrence begun that student's home town. Acmembership drives free of rein. during the 67-68 school year. That cording to the Zetas, these
The Zetas decided, however, that fall, the university announced recommendations were used to
to be included in Panhel and at that all sororities would have to circumvent the antidiscrinithe same time deviate from the abolish their discriminatory ination clause as an ap-

cans. "This is the kind of group
that when we decided to drop out
of Panhel and write that
statement, we held our meeting
at The Mark over a pizza and a
beer'."
They are comfortably independent with each other,
arguing amiably. An indication of
the fact that "we don't feel that
as a member of a group we have
to express identical opinions or
even similar ones," is the fact
that since their departure from
Panhel, they haven't been able to
jointly decide where to go next. In
fact, they haven't even decided
what to do to celebrate and
welcome all suggestions.
"We just think it's nice to have
a group that meets together and
does things together . . . that
doesn't have any obligations."
They add that the nice thing
about a sorority is that it does
give a structure when they do
want to organize something, like
a panel discussion or supporting
a foreign orphan. ''I think this is a
group that widens your friendships. We aren't constantly
together.''
Although they are tremendously interested in expanding
their ' membership, the Zetas
don't want to get too large. As it is
now, they can make decisions
without planning weeks in advance and are able to have a very
loose structure. The fact that
there are only five members
doesn't bother them much as they
point out that they were the only
sorority to increase its membership one hundred thirty-three
and one third percent in only two
terms-they added four members.
Meetings are usually at 6:30
p.m. Mondays in the Colman
sorority wing, in case you're
interested in meeting this not
very militant rebel group.
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Not as Easy as ABC
'Ever heard of ABC?'
'Sure, wasn't that done by the Jackson Five?'
Although we trust that Lawrentians are too wordly to
confuse 'A Better Chance' with 'how easy love can be,' that
trust may be unfounded considering that the program hasn't
been publicized on campus for over two years. And beyond
that, once we have sorted out what ABC means, the question
remains: a better chance for what and for whom?
As a university, our knowledge of the program is minimal
and contact with ABC students is almost nonexistant. And yet,
three years ago Lawrence students cared enough about ABC to
initiate a fund drive to help keep the program alive.
By printing a series of articles on what 'A Better Chance'
means to those h1volved, we hope to end the over-extended
hiatus between ABC students and the Lawrence community
and suggest possible ways in which La·wrence could be of
·assistance.
·
One of the reasons Appleton was choseri for an ABC
program is because it houses a university. According to
Robert Smith, president of the ABC board of directors, it was
hoped that Lawrence would initiate a summer program for incoming ABC students. It was also assumed that the students
would benefit from living in an academic environment and
· would use the facilities at Lawrence, such as the· library and
the union.
Unfortunately, ABC students currently have little or no
contact with the university community outside of those
programs established specifically for them. They do not
participate in campus social .activities and socially interact
only with the students in the African American Association,
which grants them gratis membership and invites them to all
meetings and events.
· As students, we aren't familiar enough with the workings
of ABC to effectively coordinate the program and the college
community--ultimately, that must be done by the staff of ABC
and the faculty and administration of Lawrence. However, a
few ideas do come to mind. ABC students should be issued LU
student identification cards, so that they can attend campus
functions for free. They should be offered free admission to
Film Classics and to all concerts, be they classical or popular.
They should be given Lawrence.library cards and be invited
to research and study on campus. Copies of This Week and The
Lawrentian should be sent to the ABC house so that students
can find out what's going on and participate if they wish.
The university should investigate the feasibility of combining our summer interim program with one for the ABC
students. Lawrence should also consider inviting the students
to participate in the social aspects of New Student Orientation
Week and perhaps add another student counselor that week to
act as liaison and introduce the ABC students to what the
college has to offer.
.
Because Lawrence is one of the initiators of the ABC
program in Appleton, and because it is difficult as an individual or group of individuals to dig out a niche in what must
seem at times to be a rather closed institution, we feel that it is
up to the school to take the first steps and open the community
·
to the ABC men and women.

Boycott Farah ·Jeans
While seemingly distant, the plight of the MexicanAmericans who are striking the Farah Manufacturing
Company is a matter of concern to us all. For students (by far
the largest consumer of Farah products)who continue to
purchase Farah pants are, perhaps· unwittingly ,hurting the
cause of the Chicanos who ,have been striking since May for
better wages, working conditions and housing.
In this age of large monopolies and large consumer blocs,
buying even a pair of pants is an act with moral rammifications. The Lawrentian does not necessarily call for the
picketing of Gimbel's or large scale student actaivities knowing full well that these types of actions seem to be particularly anathema to the student body here at Lawrence. We
do, however, feel it is of the utmost importance to be aware of
the Chicanos' plight and for each student to refrain from
buying Farah products. We believe that the boycott of Farah
products is a personal albeit moral, obligation which everyone
should take upon himself-herself to. pursue.
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Smith Seeks to Strengthen
Student -Faculty Interaction
Editor's Note: This is the last in a undergraduate level. Good
series of interviews with teaching requires alert, alive
President Thomas Smith con- faculty, and one way of staying
cerning his views on the in- alive is to be a scholar. We're not
teractions that occur among the asking for a research paper
various segments of the every year or every two years.
university.
They're a lot of other ways of
Lawrentian: How do you view the keeping alive, and in a small
interaction among the trustees, college it becomes obvious
the administration, the faculty .whether a faculty member is
and the students?
alive or not-students know
Smith: We're small enough that immediately. So the role of

there has to be considerable
interaction which is another thing
I like about a small school. The
entire faculty knows everybody
else. The interaction between
faculty and faculty could be
improved but it's fairly broad.
One interaction that has me
more concerned than others is
the interaction between faculty
and students. The purpose of a
university is to bring students
and faculty together. I'm hoping
in the next few years that the
university will turn to more informal classroom instruction. I
would also like to see the

faculty is to teach, and in an
institution such as Lawrence I
feel that I can rightfully argue
that teaching will be improved by
scholarly res~rch and writing.
If we were to say to the faculty
"we are now going to increase
your load to four courses plus
tutorials and we don't care if you
do any research at all", in a
matter of five years to a decade,
this institution would be a
mediocre institution. First of all,
the good faculty wouldn't stand
for it, they would leave and,
secondly, those who remained
would atrophy intellectually

takes field trips around the
Valley, and the government
department has worked on some
projects in the Valley. We have
talked off and on about getting a
grant to study the strip-city that
is developing between Green Bay
and Fond du Lac. This sort of
thing would be most appropriate
for Lawrence because it fits in
with those areas of study the
university is engaged in.
What role do you think Lawrence
should take in preparing students
to earn a living after they
graduate:
Smith: This is a very sensitive

area nowadays especially with
the cost of going to a small liberal
arts college. In the film on
Lawrence made last year, I make
the statement: "Lawrence
University is a place that teaches
a student how to live, not
necessarily how to make a
living.''
We do prepare students how to
make a living; you just have to
look at a list of what our recent
graduates are doing. But I ·do
think we should stay away from
"The purpose of a university is to bring students and purely professional courses,
faculty together. I'm hoping in the next few years that the . because I think that a liberal arts
student can be taught the
university will turn to more informal classroom in- professional part on the jo~ in a
'
·
struction."
relatfvely short time.
relationship between students
and faculty in an informal sense,
in or out of the classroom,
strengthened. They don't have to
be buddy-buddy, but ther~ has to
be a genuine concern shown from
one to the other.
The interaction between our
Dean's Office and students is
very good. My door is also always
open, but I seldom see students.
Last year perhaps a dozen came
to see me.
The administration's interaction with the trustees is
essentially between me and the
trustees, and that's the way it
should be, although I would like
to see more interaction so the
trustees would have a better
understanding of the university.

because, frankly, they're not
going to get that intellectually
stimulated from their students.
Who should decide what constitutes an adequate liberal arts
program?
Smith: I think the faculty and the

What sorts of problems have
recent graduates from Lawrence
encountered in attempting to
enter a graduate or professional
school?
Smith: That concerned me a

Valley is useful for certain areas
of the university, but it is not a
laboratory for social action. For
_instance the geology department

great deal last spring when there
was a lot of noise about it, and I
still don't have any hard data.
The evidence, which I can't quote
to you because it is not firm, is
that in spite of the fact that some
of our students had some
problems our students did better,
as they always have, in contrast
to students from other liberal
arts colleges. All I will argue is
that a degree from Lawrence will
help a student get in the
professional or graduate school
of his choice as well as, if not
better than, a degree from most
other colleges.

Someone once called Lawrence
University "the birthplace of
American bureaucracy;'' ·and
although this anonymous sage
soon skyrocketed to oblivion, his
observation lives on in the hearts
and frustrations of many Larrys.
(It might be appropriate to say
here that this column was permitted to be published only after
being reviewed by 7 committees,
16 sub-committees, and the
Director of Parking.)
For example, the situation at
L.U. has gotten so bad recently
that last week a freshman
dropped out of school because of
an ulcer, caused by a frantic
search for a new light bulb for his
desk lamp. Not many people
knew Vic, but those who did were
all impressed by his dedication to
his studies. However, all of Vic's
devotion
and
intellectual
curiosity couldn't stand the rigor
of this small, personal, liberal
arts college.
It all began-last weekend when
Vic was studying, as usual, on
Saturday afternoon. Suddenly it
happened-Vic's desk light went
out. Slightly perturbed at having
a light bulb burn out after only
three weeks of school, Vic
stopped his studying and
resourcefully unscrewed the
bulb.
·
Hurrying to the maid's closet
for a new bulb, Vic was disturbed
to find it locked. He then hustled
downstairs to the desk clerk, only
to find an unenlightened student

"desk jerk,'' totally in the dark as
to the whereabouts of the sought
after light bulb.
Undaunted by this lack of ·
brilliance, and encouraged by his
desire for a "P" in Freshman
Studies, Vic refused to be blinded
by the ever-increasing dark
prospects of the entire situation.
Next, he called the Business
Office only to find that it · was
closed. All of the "Guiding
Lights" in the Dean's Office were
busy or out to lunch, but the
secretary referred him to the
Housing Director. The Housing
Director, in turn, referred Vic to
the dorm's Head Resident, who
couldn't be found, but left a note
referring anyone with a problem
to the Vice President of Internal
Affairs.
The Vice President promised
Vic a light bulb within two
weeks-if Vic would outline his
problem on a memo-but
couldn't guarantee that it would
be a new light bulb because of
L.U.'s- recent financial bulbs.
("You're lucky to even have a
desk lamp these days.")
Vic was only finally extinguished when he was eventually referred to the school
electrician-who
was
on
vacation. He packed his bags and
left for Paris, unable to understand the obvious complexity
of a simple request for "More
Light!" And so, Vic Tim left L.U.,
discouraged by the bureaucrats,
unable to see the light, unable to
be enlightened.

administration should decide, not
the students. The students input
should be seriously considered
however.
Do you feel that Lawrence could
utilize the surrounding environment of Appleton and the
Fox River Valley to a greater
extent?
Smith: In the academic sense the

Do -you think that the trustees
have a very good understanding
of the university?
Smith: Some have a very good

understanding and some don't.
The interaction is such a complex
question. The trustees may get
themselves in a difficult position
when they come on the campus to
observe. I think it is fine that the
trustees do come, and I h9pe they
continue to do so in the future, but
diff.iculties do arise when they get
into a small group session and
they're asked questions of policy
because one trustee can't answer
for the whole board.
Obviously, policy cannot be
established that way. I, as
president want to pro~ policy
to them. They know. this and I
think most of them respect the
relationship of trustee to
president. As one of them points
out: "Our job is only to fire the
president, but not every time we
meet." His attitude is that they
hire the president, give him
responsibility, and expect him to
do it-his way. And if he doesn't,
they fire him.
What do you feel the role of the
faculty should be at Lawrence?
Smith: The role of the faculty .

should be expeditors of learning.
Do you feel that the scholarly
research pursued by a faculty
member could interfere with his
role as a teacher?
Smith: Yes, I came from a place
wh~re we developed quite an
extensive graduate school, and I
know what the problems are
whena school goes to that level of
research activity. I've known
_faculty who just didn't want any
students unless they were their
graduate students working on
their problem.
Lawrence's faculty, however,
is dedicated to teaching at the
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Let's Right Topsy·- Turvy Priorities
by Eric Ruehter When the report of the
Analytical Studies Committee
came out, student reaction was
predictably vocal and mis:
directed. Far too much
Lawrentian space was taken up
with reporting, analyzing, and
debating the issue of the Eningen
campus. Formally reported
student opinion failed to look at
the overall issues and broader
questions behind the report. To
me, the key statements about the
budget recommendations were
Mr. Azzi's statement: "What
we're talking about is priorities,"
and Mr. Baker's statement that the idea that enrollment would
increase was "the , most implausible assumption I've ever
seen."
Priorities is exactly what it's
all about, and it's because the
university's priorities are so
topsy-turvy that it is so messed
up.
It seems to me that the primary
purpose of an educational institution is to provide students
with an education. Yet Lawrence
has yet to accept this. It's all fine
and dandy for a university to also

be a place where professors can
do research, write dissertations,
build reputations, and earn good
livings. Yes, a university should
have fund-raising and recruiting
departments. And, of course, it
should not be totally indifferent to
the students other needs. All of
these other activities, however,
should not detract from the
student's ability to come and
learn.
But, no, not Lawrence.
Lawrence figures students are
just transients who must be
babysat for while they're away
from home and milked for funds
to support the more perm.anent
residents. Lawrence goes to
great lengths to _lure new students
in, and then does next to nothing
to keep them here. So, when
students discover that "this ain't
what they said it was", and-or
that a four-year college isn't the
only logical choice after high
school, they decide to leave. The
university machinery then senses
a loss of revenue and responds,
not by making Lawrence the kind
of place you'd like to stay at, but
by luring in more innocent freshmen.

Campus·Notes
Ariel Staff Needed

Tutors Needed

Anyone interested in working
on the yearbook, Ariel, and was
_u nable to attend Thursdays
meeting should contact Mark Lee

Ten more Oneida Indian
children need tutors. Already
twenty Lawrentians drive to the
Oneida reservation each Tuesday
and Thursday evenings to participate in a one-to-one turoring
program. We leave from the
Union at 6:30 and return by 8:30.
Another driver with car is needed
for Tuesday nights; you'll be paid
gas mileage. Anyone interested
_in tutoring both or even just one
night should contact Suzanne
LeVan, ext. 354.

ext. 332.

Spanish Table

The Spanish table meets every
Wednesday evening at 5:30 in a
smaU dining room on the second
floor of Downer. All the students
are invited to come and speak
Spanish for an hour.
Big Brothers

Anyone interested in the One to
One Big Brother program should
contact Steve Swets in the Delt
House, ext. 544.
Zeta Alpha Phi

Anyone who wants a semiprivate place to study, watch TV,
or listen to the stereo is welcome
to come to the Zeta Alpha Phi
room in Colman Hall any night,
Sunday through Thursday, .7 to 9.
Film Classics

The Film Classic will be shown
Friday night at Youngchild and
on Sunday night at Stansbury.
·

French Play

Le Treteau de Paris will
present Beaumarchais' comedy,
Le Barbier de Seville at the
Fredric March Theatre in
Oshkosh on Monday, Oct. 23 at 8
p.m. Tickets for the production
are three dollars. Bus transportation will be available for 75
cents·, and will leave from the
Music-Drama Center at 7 p.m.
Play and bus tickets may be
purchased from Joan Koppelberger, Sandy Moore, Alice
Ralph, Wendy Robinson and Ann
Gardon.
Natural Childbirth

A film on the Lamaz method of
natural childbirth will be
presented on Monday, Oct. 16 at
6: 30 in the coffee house of the
union, sponsored by Downer
Women's Council. There is no
charge; men and women are
invited.
Scholar of the University

Any students or faculty who-are
either involved in or interested in
the Scholar of the University
Program are invited to meet in
the Union's Coffee house Thursday, October 19, at.4:00 p.m.
The purpose of the meeting is to
afford students interested in the
program an opportunity to
discuss their ideas with one
another and with faculty involved
in the program .

Students quickly see through
this kind of shenanigans,
however. They know that a
university is as good as it is, not
as it is made to seem. Students
can tell that all the P.R. in the
world is not going to make
students stay at a school that only
cares about them when there's a
bill to be paid. They understand
that the way to increase
enrollment is not with 30 to 40 new
faces, but with that many old
ones.
So let's put the priorities where
they should be. Let's stop paying
people to slap alumni on the back
in the hope that some loose
change will fall out. Let's quit
playing mommy and daddy for
the students: housing, feeding,
and "advising" them. U!t's give
prospectives an accurate picture
of Lawrence, and, then, if they do
come to Lawrence, let's not make
them want to leave.
The university is dying.
Enrollment is tapering off and
admission standards are falling.
We can't attract good faculty,
either, and money is getting
harder to come by. More money
might well help repress the
symptoms, but .it won't cure the
. disease. I'd like to know which
rock Mr. Azzi expects to find the
money under in "seven or eight
years".
·
Even if they're only here for
four years (or less), the students
are what the university is here
for, and I can't help thinking that
making them want to stay all four
years may save the patient
before it's too late. We'll get by
with "second-rate" faculty and
limited funds, and we'll turn out
an alumnus who's eager lo give to
an institution he knows is worth
· supporting.
·
(Next
week:
specific
suggestions on ways to make the
student want to stay.)

TONY waHOlN

GERONlMO'S CADILLAC
MICHAEL MURPHY
A & M, SP 4358

If you think it's no crime to
_sound vaguely like someone else,
you'll like Michael Murphy. On
"Natchez Trace" Murphy
imitates the singing styl~ of the
inimitable Van
Morr:ison,
throwing in Faces-like slide
guitar in the background.
Another cut, "Calico Silver,
features what could pass for a
scratchy Neil Young vocal. On
"Michael Angelo's Blues"
(clever?), we find Mr. Murphy.
warbling like a cross between
Bobby Goldsboro and Don
McLean. Enough already? Apparently not. Murphy does the
Elton John. piano-vocal thing on
"Wakin' Up."

land- We just turned our heads
and laughed, you see we did not
understand.'' Gosh. ·
fflOSE WERE THE DAYS
MARY HOPKIN
Capitol, SW 3395

It will probably come as no
surprise to anyone that Mary
Hopkin's voice is really not very
interesting. On an emotionality
scale she rates just below Judy
Collins (which must put her close
to Patti Page). Producer Tony
Visconti turns this emotionless
quality into an asset on "Kew
Gardens'' through the use of
recorder interludes, tasteful
strings, and good over-dubbing.
The other two producers on the
album fare considerably worse.
British Top-40 producer Mickie
Most throws in a zillion strings,
Not that Michael Murphy is all choi:uses, and various brasses on
that bad. The title cut is "Temma Harbour," "Think
especially good and should get About Your Children," and
some Top 40 airplay (in fact it has "Knock, Knock Who's There."
already gotten airplay in the Paul McCartney's production is
East). "Harbor For My Soul" not much better. "Those Were
also excels. But too often Murphy The Days" and "The Fields of St.
tends to be uninventive and Etienne'' are notable only for
rather banal. For instance, in his their slightly corny band
"Boy From The Country," he arrangements. Mary Hopkin
tells us about a country boy who. would be wise to leave the
"tried to tell us we should loye the production to Mr. Visconti.

Enrollinent Down by 90
L.U.N.-Classes are under way
this year with 1,341 students on
campus and in foreign programs.
Last year's fall enrollment was
1,427. The decrease in enrollment
this year is primarily due to the
unusually high attrition in the
class of 1974, according to
Charles E.. Lauter, dean of

student' affairs.
Reasons for attrition vary.
University records show that the
majority take a leave of absence,
stay out for personal or medical
reasons, or find jobs.
"One hypothesis is that the

class of 1974 is the last university
class that had statutory drc,!ft
deferment for males," Lauter
said. "Some of the recent
changes in the draft system, for
instance the lottery system, no
longer require student status to
retain draft deferment."
The 1970 enrollment figure was
1,364. In 1971 it jumped to 1,427
when more than the expected
number of students, especially
males, remained at Lawrence.
This year, more students than
expected, again primarily male
students, did not return.

Costa Rican Program

Fred Lange will be on campus
Thursday, Oct. 19 to meet with
interested students. He will show
slides of Costa Rica at 11 : 15 in
Science Hall 322, and will be in
the Union from noon until
3: 00 Thursday afternoon. The
program is oriented toward independent research for majors in
the social, behavioral and
biological sciences. John Hickman is Lawrence advisor for this
program.
Blues Pianist

Tonight the union coffeehouse
will open a series of concerts with
blues pianist Chris Gresov,
playing the new Chickering
grand piano. Also featured will be
Jasper, an acoustic band from
Green Bay. In addition to Viking
Room beer, cider will be
provided. The first set starts at
9: 30, or after Film Classics.
Admission 50c.
Absentee Ballots

Illinois Students interested in
obtaining absentee ballot applications may do so by contacting Joshua Rosen, Illinois
students for Percy, at extension
332, Brokaw 328. The Election Is
Only Weeks Away!
Opera Trip

The Conservatory of Music is
sponsoring a trip to the Chicago
Lyric Opera performance of
Verdi's "la Traviata" Wednesday, Oct. 18.
A chartered bus will leave the
Music-Drama Center at 8 a.m.
and return about 8 p.m. the same
day. Interested persons may
attend the opera for $11, which
includes bus transportation. Cost
of a noon meal is not included in
the fee. Paid reservations are
now being accepted at the box
office on a first-come, first-serve
basis.

• • •

Letters may be submitted to the Lawrentian office or to staff members. · No
. unsigned letters will be printed, although the writer's name may be deleted upon
request. Copy deadline is 9 p.m. Wednesday; letters must be typed, double
spaced. letters submitted late or in incorrect form may not appear in the issue
of the following Friday. The lawrentian reserves the right to make minor
editorial changes or shorten letters without changing meaning.

Path Destroyed
To the Editor:

bit more carefully before committing another ecologicalaesthetic mistake.

This last Sunday afternoon
Peace,
some friends and I were rolling
-PAUL CAHAN
down Union hill, gazing at the
reflective Fox, enjoying a very
rare day in the Valley. We then
decided to have an autumn walk To the Editor:
by the river behind Sage and
suppose that i, i mean imagine
Trever. Strolling into that part of that, well, let's say that i told you
campus closest to nature, I and . or at least someone, anyone, that,
my friends were astonished, ah, that i was crazy, or perhaps
infuriated and very much better that i was a madman,
simply a madman, that is if it is a
disappointed at what we saw.
Instead of the usual winding simple thing to be a madman, the
footpath with chipmunks, logs madness that i have or rather this
with spiders inviting a peek, trees madness that has me, maybe it is
dangling which allure the just that we have become incarefree to a swing or climb, and separable, insufferable, this
an overhanging matting of madness and me, well, since we
colorful. vegetation, we found do possess each other, possession
instead that quite unlike our past being part of this concept of being
three years here, Lawrences' part, ah, within each other, well,
special walk by the river was would that, this statement that i
permanently interrupted and am more than just myself, sort of
transformed by a bulldozer into a two-in-one incarnate, would that
muddy, ugly, destructive looking mean, like, well, would you still
canal instead of a footpath. One listen or even hear what i have,
of its' added attractions was a what i try to say, that is, because
clearing resembling a dump. of the state of mind and body that
The dump was in the past my has me and me it, would
favorite spot of grass in Appleton. that necessarily discredit my
I'd simply like to know who the statement, our statement, that
hell's bulldozer that was, the, ah, world, or state of things,
regardless of whether or not the those being events or some such
property belongs to the univer- action on the part of those not
sity, and ask it, he, or she, to part of me, those separable, but
please think and look and walk a -still insufferable, i mean, the

Fu bar World

external phenomena which exert
an intolerable force over the
pursuit of my existence, what i
am trying to say is if i said that
the world is fubar, would you
believe me?
Progresso, Mexico
-DANIEL "junior" EDWARDS

Political Vandalism
To the Editor:

We have noticed that some of
the campaign materials for
Senator McGovern and President
Nixon have been damaged or
destroyed. This material is expensive, hard to replace, and
relays valuable information to
those . interested
in
the
Presidential campaigns.
Therefore, we would appreciate
it if everyone would stop
damaging' or defacing the
literature or the posters of the
candidates.
Rather
than
destroying the material, we
suggest tl\at you volunteer your
time and services for the candidate of your choice.
Tim Freeman
Lawrence Coordinator
for McGovern
Scot Faulkner
8th Area College Coordinator
Young Voters for the President

Above all else, Lawrence University is an institution of
education; a lot of things happen here, but the reason we are
_ here in the first place is either to teach or learn. Last spring
the Lawrentian published an issue of predominantly student
views on how we should go about this process; this week four.
faculty members give their opinions. We welcome response to
these articles from any member of the community.

Education

Something on Education
By Bertrand A. Goldgar, gropes, sensitivity sessions,
professor of English, and J. mystical moonings, free-floating
Michael Hittle, assi. professor of · growing pains, dark nights of the
lhistory.
soul, fraternity parties, etc. -

BERTRAND GOLDGAR

., As silly as it sounds, we think a
university education centers upon the
cultivation of the intellect. .•. It goes
without saying that this goes -without
saying, but at Lawrence it's gone without
saying so long that it's not always
remembered."

Having agreed in a weak are peripheral and secondary.
moment to respond to the We are not advocating an
-Lawrentian's invitation to "write
education which will suppress the
something on Education," we emotions but one which will
have decided to content ourselves shape and enhance them, as
with a brief list .of principles and knowledge of art history will add
recommendations. We · have another dimension to one's total
made this decision despite our appreciation of a painting or
firm belief that such a statement analysis of a poem will increase
will bring calumny and one's total , response to it as a
vilification upon our heads and work of art. It is all a matter of
despite our certain knowledge priorities. The university can
that our words will be mangled help students cope with the
and butchered by the Lawrentian demands of their emotional life,
staff. Yet our ideas, we feel, but it cannot substitute the
deserve to be aired; though we do emotional life for the intellectual
not claim complete originality for iife without abdicating its
them, in the present climate at repoonsibilities.
Lawrence they should strike with
3.Strange as it may seem, we are
the ·force of genuine novelty.
not against that new saw of
1. We may begin with the
student and decanal jargon,
simplest but, perhaps, the most "experience." In fact we think
outrageous proposition: we know that college education should
more than our students. We entail new experiences. But we
admit, of course, that this have in mind here something
proposition assumes that our more than another variation on
years of studying, teaching, and the strobe-light-hard-rockwriting about our fields have not touchy-feely game: new exbeen utterly without effect. But periences of the intellect. One can
the fact of faculty superiority discover not only the utility of
need not work to the detriment of calculus, but its aesthetic, or find
Student-Faculty Relations: some hidden beauty in the construction
of our best friends are students. of a philosopher's arguments
2. As silly as it sounds, we think
irrespective of whether they
a university education centers speak to one's immediate
upon the cultivation of the in- existential situation. But - and
tellect. Scholarship, reading, here's the rub - this new level of
studying, pursuing intellectual experience
requires work and
excellence, learning for the sake
discipline,
and
it demands the
of leanring - these phrases
describe the only meaningful abandoning of the · comfortable
purpose of a university world of past experience for a
education, the only reason for new, difficult, and frequently
being that a university has. The discomforting excursion into the ·
quality of the intellectual life life of the mind. Naturally, it is
lived by its community of much safer for all concerned to
scholars is what sets off the good crank up the decibel level and
university from the mediocre and retreat into the fullness of one's
attracts good students like ours adolescent reflections.
4. We would also suggest that
and good faculty members like
civilization,
for all the capacity it
us. It goes without saying that
this goes without saying, but at has demonstrated to muck things
Lawrence it's gone without up, has some achievements to its
saying so long that it's not always credit as well, and the trans·remembered. All other concerns mission of this cultural heritage
-interpersonal relations, group is a basic obligation of an

educational system. Again,
regrettably, that means learning
things, some of which will stir no
vibes, not even the obscurely
tuned vibes of the professional
academic. But there are great
minds and talents to confront,
and failure to come to grips with
them will doom us to dreary
future indeed. If we do not read a
Tolstoy, we may consider
Jacqueline Suzanne a novelist; if
we do not read a Pope, we may
regard library graffiti as wit.
That, we think, is rather too great
a price to pay.
5. Finally, to complete our
lapse into heresy, may we - dare
we? - commend a system of
learning that has fallen upon
hard times, even among those
who use its techniques to
sabotage it? Yes, we think that
now and then students can learn
from LECTURES. A lecture is
efficient (time-motion~wise); it
provides a viewpoint which the
true student will evaluate on its
merits, challenging where
challenge is warranted, and
which the time-saver will
memorize in order to ·receive his
degree. Since the lecture serves
the attitudes and aptitudes of
both kinds of students, it is the
most efficient form of individualized instruction yet
devised and thus conforms
perfectly
with
current
pedagogical theory. (For the
ultimate justification of the
lecture, see point one).
The experimental program
outlined above w:ould, we
recognize, be a demanding one.
Its revolutionary premise - that
the "experience" of learning is
meaningless unless something is
learned - would perhaps alienate
the phony, · the lazy , the
"creative" student currently
catered to. And perhaps for that
very reason it would be condemned by the running dogs of
educational revisionism. But
these, we think are risks worth
running if Lawrence is to prgress
toward doing well what it can do
best.

J.'MICHAEL HITTLE

/

NEW PAPERBACKS
THEY BECAME WHAT THEY BEHOLD by Edmond Carpenter

"Astute staccato comment on present and needed changes in
society modes against a background of fantasied primitive
life... "-Margaret Mead
A RUMORS OF ANGELS by Peter L. Berger

Modern society and the rediscovery nf the supernatural.
HONOR THY FATHER by Gay Talese

The most explosive Mafia story of all.
SEEING THROUGH SHUCK

A collection of essays written by contemporary authors who
pinpoint the evils of society and turn their intelligence
towards its eradication.

on r;JS
October is Spook
and -Goblin Time
Make sure you get all your

cards and gifts in time ...

THE VANTAGE PONIT by Lyndon Baines Johnson

· Perspectives of the Presidency, 1963-1969.

You'll Find Everything You Need at Conkey's

A Behellloth is Loose
by Carl Riter,
Professor of Art

In the past ten years education
goals of most universities have
been shifting, and at Lawrence
this has been both more and less
than many people are willing to
recognize. Speaking from within
a single discipline, though in a
small institution no change is
remote, I have observed a
transition from a stultifying
conservatism to an anxiety over
the need for change. This has
come about through the contributions of a restless student
body, leadership from a small
group of faculty, and the annual
arrival of new faculty recently
disgorged by graduate schools.
An examination ·of Lawrence
catalogues (there is not one this
year, perhaps a mysterious sign)
should reassure us that a
behemoth is loose in the jungle.
Professors on tenure have surprised themselves trampling one
sacred tree after another.
Students have defoliated whole
hillsides. Goals have not been
identical or even clear, however,
as inordinate zeal and inflexibility have appeared side by
side. Both students and fac~ty
have fallen into these two camps.
Some have yearned for the impossible, others have clung to the
habits of another generation or of
generations removed.

rather than its separateness.
Late in his career Willem de
Kooning, famous for his expressionist style in the painting of
Woman, is discovering sculpture: why should he have had to
wait?
The-oesf sign in- the Worcester
art center is that the lower
division is working, that the same
basic principles are being
cultivated through the association of fifty or more
people with varying experience,
led by a small, restless, but
remarkably unified faculty. This
must go forward and beyond
introductory experience.
Impetus Waning

· What is possible within my own
field is of course happening in
other areas, but I have an uncomfortable sense that the impetus generated by students and
faculty alike several years ago is
on the wane. The heriditary
trappings of education may
easily return with a new emphasis upon conformity and
management. Even the United
States army is said to be suf- .
fering from the techniques of
management.
On a remarkable disc· recorded
years ago and devoted to informal conversation with
reknowned architects, one
speaks of "paper-architecture,"
of plans that look well on paper

•
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the Jungle

with carefully drawn elevations
and artistic renderings. When
paper-architecture is given form,
however, it appears as it was
destined to be, inhuman and
eclectic. Paper-learning must be
abandoned, and education must
not be impeded by papermanagement.
Outagamie Aimlessness

The curriculum must continue
to reform and new techniques
must replace those that wear out.
Great bodies of knowledge can
endure innovation, but let us not
believe that sitting barefoot
under the trees, or that long
hours in the Viking Room or
Jim's Place produce scholars.
Nothing replaces long .\}ours with
books or at the easel. Outagamie
isolation induces an aimlessness
that needs a hot injection from
other centers of activity. Already
a part of the university's
program, these should be increased by opportunities for
more contact with museums,
libraries, laboratories, ideas and
cultures both close at hand and in
the third world. The small liberal
arts college is not likely to
prepare its students for careers,
but it ought to make them
adaptable and eager for change.
There is no way to do this except
by surrounding them with a
volatile environment.

CARL RITER

" ... a behemoth is loose in the jungle.
Professors on tenure have surprised
themselves trampling one sacred tree after
another. Students have defoliated whole
hillsides. Goals have not been identical or
clear, however, as inordinate zeal and
inflexibility have appeared side by side~"

Innovation! Sincerely Wanted?

A frequent student comment is
that education is too structured.
Yet most of us want to be
prepared for a more conventional
role in society than we are ready
to admit. We want to give and to
receive numerical grades and to
be elected to honor societies. We
want to be broadly wise,
judicious, adaptable and farsighted, but we also want to
receive a grade of eighty-seven
as a monument on our record,
and we will change from
satisfactory-unsatisfactory to a
grade if in the eighth week it
seems we have become eightyseven percenters. The letter-grade was dropped by the art
department , several years ago
with no dissenting vote from the
faculty, but general timidity
prevented this innovation from
including "lecture classes."
Several other attitudes seemed
fine in the abstract as over two
years students and faculty met to
discuss the need for change. The
implementation was provided,
but it would be unrealistic to say
that it is as yet fully successful.
Furtively and uneasily the past is
cherished, and old patterns
challenge if they do not actually
obstruct the new vision.
The renaissance artist did not
sit in a classroom, but learned his
craft and developed aesthetic
concepts through a free
association with masters and
other novices. In the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries his
descendants may have drawn
tediously from the plaster cast,
but their greatness appeared
later when they surpassed
academic restrictions. Today the
sculptor's media include gasses
and gravel, fibres and resins,
while his studio may be the open
desert and his gallery the
Brooklyn bridge. I do not believe
that though few of us are destined
for greatness, any of us should
from the first be cast in the image
of medio·crity.
What Better Form?

If structure is a confining

educational pattern, what is a
better form? There is probably
not one that fits all areas of
learning. In art I think we should
all just live and work toge.ther,
that we should forget walls
separating one group from
another (the old atelier was
usually a large space in which a
variety of things happened
simultaneously), and that we
should learn together. One thing
we should learn is the unity of art

Lawrence Offers Opportunities for
Valuable Student-Faculty Interaction
by Robert Rosenberg,
Professor of Chemistry

Colleges and universities have

their answers. · I think it is an
important part of the liberal
people, young and old, who share education we at Lawrence value
a meaningful curiosity about to guide people to ask meaningful
their world. Many have as well a questions. The resolution of
desire to create out of their social, personal, or technical
acquired knowledge new forms in problems requires people who
art, in social interactions, in wish a solution, have an inscientific models, and in ex- formation base in which to work,
pressions of the human spirit.
can ask how the problems are
Lawrence offers a rather small best approached, and who can
group of students an opportunity synthesize solutions.
for four years to meet with other
We hope to develop as well a
people with similar aims to learn. historical perspective and some
The faculty is concerned with humility so lack of success in a
meeting with the students to particular path can be recognized
facilitate their learning and not as failure but as an exsuggest productive directions periment not worth pursuing.
each individual might pursue. Avoiding other people's mistakes
~ecause of the campus' size and recognizing and terminating
interactions among faculty our own is a great time saver.
members and students easily The combination is clearly obcross disciplinary lines, to the served in the laboratory sciences,
benefit of all concerned.
where I spend much of my time.
There is here no pretence that
The interactions on the campus .
creativity takes place in an inin
the
classrooms,
tellectual vacuum. I think the · laboratories, library, union, faculty would be remiss in its give everyone an opportunity to
obligation to the students if they expand his appreciation of
were encouraged to graduate talents he himself possesses in
without having acquired more only a small measure. The
information than they brought scholar at Lawrence can come in
with them. Granted this as contact with a variety of fields of
policy, the most important at- knowledge. Each carries a
tribute a citizen, a creative · slightly different approach even
scholar, or a recluse can take to learning, and it becomes clear
with him for constructive living is that all are required to describe
a desire to ask questions,and seek human .experience.
grown up as aggregates of

ROBERT ROSENBERG

"I think the faculty would be ,remiss in
its obligation to the students if they were
encouraged to graduate without having
acquired more information than they
brought with them. Granted this policy, the
most important attribute ... is a desire to
ask questions and seek their answers."

ATTENTION:

ATASTE OF
THE FINER
THINGS OF
LIFE

All Freshmen Men
PHI DELTA THETA

B~wling Party
Sunday, Oct. 15, 1:00-4:00 pm

CORNER - FRANKLIN & SUPERIOR
739-8896

Buses will leave the House (711 E. Alton)
beginning at 12:45. Beer is on us!!

Inner City Blacks In·
Strain of Alien Culture G:ri
by Gilbert Bond

ABC: A Better Chance, A
Better Culture or A Better what?
You fill in the words. For exactly
what this program means
depends on who's doing the
talking:. teachers , tutors ,
students·, sponsors, board
members, even Lawrence
students and faculty . All are part
of the program and whether ABC
lives or dies miserably depends
on the attitudes and behavior of
each member of the silent
community, Appleton.
From a simple view point, ABC
takes bright high school students
who just aren't making it in t~eir
low income or poverty neighborhood schools, and places them
in an environment that will
strengthen and develop academic
skills or success in college. More
specifically, Appleton finances
eight girls and ten boys for three
years through Xavier, Appleton
East and West High Schools.
But a closer examination
proves that Appleton's ABC
program eludes such an easy
definition. Its program of A
Better Chance is racked with
question and contradiction : Is
Appleton a better environment?
Does this community understand
the significance of its undertaking? Should their-even be
such a program?
National Program

The national ABC program,
started in 1963, grew out of a
recognition of the needs
demonstrated by the turbulent
civil rights movement, and the
riots that burned across the
nation through Watts, Chicago,
DetroitandNewYork. America's
system of plenty for the many
was mainly for the well off and
white and even if you were
smart, ghetto neighborhoods still
weren't producing very many
college bound students . The
program now sends over 400
students a year to some of the
nations best public and private
high schools, and on to our _most
prestigeous institutions of higher
learning.
With this action, Appleton
assumed a role in white
America 's struggle to combat the
inequities of an unjust system it
created and maintained and now
must come to grips with. Appleton's ABC program is more
than just -a college prep course
for underprivileged Black Puerto
Rican students, it is an expression of its understanding and
attitude of a problem involving
millions of neglected Americans.
AI though the board of thirty
members conducts most of the
program's operations, including
community relations, student
medical
care ,
insurance,
housing, admissions, fund raising
and financing, one of the most
crucial elements in determining
the success of the program are
the ''resident directors'' : the two
families the students live with for
three years.
The men live with Mr. and Mrs.
Dana Frye who replaced
Professor Hugo Martines at 416
E. Washington St. in a house
leased by Lawrence University.
In addition to his job as vice
president of the Tutle Press Co.
and his wife's hours with their
sixteen month old daughter, both
devote almost full time to the ten
additional "members of- their
family" .
Banda id Program

Mrs. Frye has a keen and insightful understanding of the
progr:am, her role, and the
students: "The tragedy that
exists, though it should not be
institutionalized, is that the black
problem is a \Yhite problem. That

while involving oneself in a
"Bandaid Program ," one should
remember that every white
person's responsibility is to
change white institutions . The
only reason this program is
acceptable, perhaps, at all is
because you're making available
to them skills and the beginnir:ig
of power they can use as they see
fit. And hopefully not suggest how
they should use these powers."
She and her husband feel that to
live in America is to accept the
racism and prejudice that permeates our society, "which is not
to say you feel guilty or dismiss
it, but try to recognize it and
eradicate it for white people and
black people."
Mrs. Frye characterized the
aim of the program to
academically prepare students of
exceptional inte}Hgence who
were being admitted into college
but who didn't have the
necessary academic skills :
"Hopefully, the community has
better schools as opposed to low
income, poor schools."
In the transition from inner-city
neighborhood and school to the
alien Appleton culture the men
must learn to cope tiwh a diverse
range of new problems. To ease
the academic and social shock,
each student spends three weeks
of intense preparation at
Carleton, Dartmouth or Williams
College. "A lot of kids in my
group hadn't studied before," one
New York student said, "We had
to take math, Afro-Amerifan
history, and concentrate on
English." "We were warned
about the white community," but
some students had little idea that
Appleton was as pervasively
white as they found it. "They told
us that Lawrence had fifty
blacks but that ain't nothing in
compa~ison to the majority of
people here."
Mrs. Frye said the students are
under strain, but "In light of the
transition, to a different house,
family, differentiated authority,
strange students, new peers, and
the racist community , you
couldn't expect not to have
strains. They are amazingly
mature! Their closeness, their
intelligence, perception and with
good schools they bolster and
stimulate each other."
Appleton's Role

When asked about Appleton's
role she replyed, "Understanding
the program is probably the most
important thing this community
could do."
Judging from most of the
students backgrounds and experiences, ABC students have
little in common with the Appleton community's life style.
Marcus Johnson from Mt. Vernon, New York, held two jobs
while attending high school, "I
was a dock worker from 2:00 a.m.
to 4:00 a.m., then I'd drive a milk
truck 'till six. At school I would
sell dope. I needed the money to
help support my family. I was
poor scholastically, but took ~e
achievement test, scored high
and got into the program. There
were whites at the school, but we
never talked or associated with
each other." Marcus sees the
transition as living in the midst of
affluence. "Kids are friendly , but
controlled by the myths of
parents. We're seen as freaks,

walking sex organs. Primarily
because of a lack of association
with blacks. Its different in New
York here there's no black
com~unity to back you up. You
have to cope with your own
problems."
Hell!

Reginald
Maynard
a
sophomore from Brooklyn, N.Y.
said his first month here has
been, "Hell!" "The lack of a
black community, and living in
the center of affluence has
developed a sense of longing for
some of the things they (whites)
have, but I never had."
One way the ABC program
tries to answer the trauma of
alienation is through the host
family system. Each student is ·
assigned to a family in town, who
they visit each Sunday and every
third week of the month. They are
free to spend more time
"depending upon how well the
student and family get along,"
adds Mrs. Frye. Yet in spite of
this effort this system sometimes
increases the feeling of rejection,
"My host family is just as
prejudiced as the rest of them,"
comments one student. "They
became worried about their
<laugher.''
Both the men and women
complain that social life between
the sexes is lacking. "Just
because I'm black don't mean I
have to date you. Its a problem of
numers. There are too few
women around," said one senior.
But dating white girls isn't the
simple solution, "Dating white
girls is like " Guess Who's
Coming to Dinner'. We can date
for a month, but once anything
becomes serious they im mediately curtail the activities,"
adds Maynard.
Down to Earth

Although the women live in a
separate house at 117 E . Harris
with Mr. and Mrs. R. L. King,
their encounters with a new
environment are similar to the
men's. The Kings attend to the
problems of raising an infant son
in addition to eight students with
comparable dedication, "The
head residents are really good
and down to earth. They are very
concerned about finding things to
do for us," says Mrs. Jackie
Tolliver, a tutor and Lawrence
student. Mr. King is an Appleton
high school teacher, and this too
is his first year as resident
director.
The eight women, all in their
first ABC year as sophomores,
share a very close background.
Four are from Columbus, Ohio
and the others from New York
City. Six spoke with ease and at
length about their background
and initial impressions of Appleton.
Ronda Dickerson, Columbus,
Ohio:
"Our school was
predominantly black, over-

Dairyland
·eets .ABC Students
crowded, with pimps, dope addicts, and pregnancies. It was
easy to get an A. Our English
teacher would read a newspaper,
and kids would play cards. Most
of the white teachers were incompetent teaching black . kids.
Only the black teachers were
respected. Schools here are
better academically, its worse
because you have to study." Rosa
Mejia, Bronx, New York: "I lived
in a Puerto Rican community.
There were gangs, drugs, pretty
much the same as Rhonda siad.
At school there were sanitary
napkins in the halls, people
drinking. My teachers saw that I
was really interested in learning ·
and asked if I would like to go
away to school. I took the test and
was accepted."
Linda Brown, Columbus:
"ABC was a good opportunity to
get away from home. School
didn't prepare me for college."
Main Street

Valdora Smith, New York: "I
was in one of New York's best
vocational schools for business.
My guidance counselor told me of
ABC. Our apartment was like
Main Street. Number's joint on

r

.the first floor, second floor
pusher, you could find anything
you wanted. I figured ABC had a
good name, a better chance.
People in my neighborhood have
been there so long they don't
know anything better."
Sandra Brown, Columbus:
"My school w.a~ 75 per cent white,
25 per cent black, one of the best
in Columbus. The education was
geared for college bound
preparation. It was much better
than these schools, but I didn't
like Columbus. I've seen people
raped, killed, and robbed. People
have their house burglarized
three or four times a week."
Pam Smith, Columbus, "My
school was practically the same,
three-fourths black. Blacks ruled
the school, the whole area. Fires
everyday in the bathroom. It was
a maternity ward. Twelve to
thirteen year old girls were
dropping out every month for
delivery. You could open the
bathroom door and get high on
the reefers. Teachers would lock
themselves in their rooms, and
the principal had a nervous
breakdown. It was a mistake that
the ABC program got" me. My

guidance counselor asked me to
take the test and I was the only
one chosen.''
Most of these girls have seen
more than most Appleton
students
could
fantasize
especially when one realizes that
their accounts are based upon
experience as ningh graders in
junior high schools.
Both the men and the women
agree that life in their dormitories has been made uncomfortable by the lack of understanding and communication
with the board of control. Mrs.
Tolliver says the board has only
sponsored the program out of its
guilt. "They are unconcerned
about the students. They never
visit either dorm and don't understnad the life styles of the
students:" Mrs .Tolliver says that
the people who know the students
best have the least control.
"Head residents can't vote, (at
board meetings), tutors can't
introduce new business, only one
student can meet with the board
and only by appointment." "If
they would only come over, we'd
like to see them," remarked
Maynard Johnson.

Black History to he
Shown by Voices, Inc.
African chants and dances,
spirituals, blues, jazz, and the
gospel are embodied in a
program to be presented by
Voices, Inc., October 14, at 8 p.m.
in the Lawrence Memorial
Chapel.
Lawrence University's Special
Events Committee is sponsoring
the black theatrical group whose
dramatic presentation traces the
history of the black man from
Africa, through slavery in the
states, to the present.
Tickets ate available in advance at te Lawrence University ·box office in the Music
Drama Center. Student tickets
are $1.50, adults, $2.50. All seats

THE LAWRENCE library
has the same old students, but
a . whole new system of
classification is being introduced. Eventually the
library
of
Congress
alphabetical system will
replace the Dewey desimal
labeling. Book locations have
been changed and the only
sure way to find anything is to ·
check the floor plans, ask a
librarian, or see the handy
guide printed in last week's
La wrentian.

will be $2.50 at the door.
Voices, Inc. first became
successful with an off-broadway
production, "The Believers: The
Black Experience in Sound". The
group has represented the U.S. at
the Spring Theatre Festival in
Paris. They were also on hand to
sing at Pr.esident Johnson's 1964
birthday party.
The National Educational
Television series, "The History of
the Negro People" has featured
Voices, Inc. Through these
telecasts, concerts, and recordings, the group focuses attention
on the hjstory of black Americans
through song, dance, and
narration.

Campus Organizers Square Off
as Federal Elections Approach
Nixonians Con_fident
o.f Another Term In
by J. Valentine

The Republican party on the
Lawrence campus is confident
a-nd
well-organized.
Scot
. Faulkner, leader of Young Voters
for the President in the 8th
district, has much to say and do
for his organization.
Faulkner has recently completed a thorough canvassing of
the campus. It revealed a surprising
figure
for
the
Republicans. Except for those off
campus, most students were
questioned. The results showed
49.4 percent preferred Senator
McGovern, 38.8 percent supported Nixon, and 15.8 percent
were undecided.
"The results are very heartening because we first viewed
Lawrence as a lost cause for the
Nixon campaign," mused
Faulkner, a member of the senior
Republican party. Their hope lies
in the fact that, according to the
canvass, there are many unsure
McGovern supporters. He relies
on the trend toward moving from
the Democratic party to the
Republican as demonstrated in
the recent national polls.
The YVP people are confident

and so they are designing an
intensive campaign. "Because of
a high potential to carry this
campus (we) should see a con-_
certed effort toward this goal,"
Faulkner emphasized.
His intention is to bring in
known speakers such as
Congressman Bill Steiger. The
purpose would be to help inform
interested people in knowing
directly what the Republicans
intend to do in office. The YVP
leader contends that "the more
students know what Nixon has
done for America in the past four
years, the more likely they will
be to vote for him."
Included in the campaign drive
is an effort to recruit volunteers
for aiding the Committee to
Reelect the President. This will
be done through assistance from
Keith Powell, Jim Lewis, and
Hokan Miller. They will be
canvassing Lawrence and the
community of Appleton. Another
important role will be the Get Out
The Vote drive of November 7th.
With all this confidence, does
Faulkner and the YVP think
Nixon will win the election? ''Of
course."

McGovernites Plan
to Bring Foe Down
by M. Brockmeier

Sen. George McGovern may
not be faring exceptionally well
in the opinion of national poll
takers, but there are· some
students here at Lawrence who
are doing all that they can to
bring Richard Nixon to his knees
come the November election.
These students are working on
and nearby the campus to help
build up support for McGovern.
Fifteen LU students, headed by
Tim Freeman, are attempting to
organize volunteer workers for a
variety of campaign assignments. The McGovern people are
holding meetings in all dormitories at the beginning of each
week. At these meetings they are
attempting to interest students
enough with McGovern so that
they will want to work for him, as
well as providing tnformation to
those merely curious about the .
campaign.
As far as working is concerned,
volunteers from Lawrence have
been going out into the adjoining
communities and canvassing the
residents. By doing this they hope
to make the campaign a more
personal thing, making people
feel
that the McGovern
organization cares about their
vote. Most of the canvassing is
being done on weekends, and will
be continued up until the time of
the election. Also being canvassed are the dorms and other
living units on campus, this both
to find out student opinions and

also to find additional volunteers.
Another job that volunteers
have been doing is to leaflet at
various campus events (football
games, movies, etc.), handing
out fact sheets on McGovern's
positions.
The
campaign
organizers have felt that in many
respects McGovern's stands on
the issues have been misunderstood by the people and
maligned by the Nixon administration.
While they have been canvassing in connection with the
Appleton
community
organization, the Lawrence
McGovern people have for the
most part remained largely independent of this group, working
basically to influence the student
vote.
The McGovern people have ·
said that much work remains to
be done, and what they need most
at the present time are volunteers. Those who are interested in
working, or just in getting information, should see their dorm
McGovern representative or Tim
Freeman in Brokaw. During the
coming week there will be canvassing on the weekend, a canvassing party with beer and food
during the week and a voter
registration drive. Anyone who is
interested can participate in
these events, and the McGovern
people are hoping that many
who have quietly supported
McGovern will now work for him.

HUNTING
for a gift? Check the enticing array at Pah-Low's.
Choose from over 5000
items. Of course, we gift
wrap free of charge.

PILLS TO KEEP YOU HEALTHY
ANDHAPPY
204 East College Avenue
Appleton

Pak-lows
304 E. College Ave., 734-2821

Luggage - Gilts
303 w. Colleg9
On the 'Street ol quality

Being a Real Christian
Means Total Involvement
by Barb Bill
Popular magazines claim that
the "Jestis Revolution" is strong
on campuses across the country.
It can be claimed that this is true
even at Lawrence. But such
blanket statements fail to., capture the humanism and personal
committment of individual
Christians.

"Making Jesus Christ the one
important fact of your life, being
converted to belief in Him, is
what Christianity is all about."
The members of the Lawrence
Christian Fellowship live · just
that.

"The group was founded wbo
knows how long ago, but recently
· the numbers have
been
growing."
Meetings take place once a
week, currently at All Saints
Episcopal Hall. Speaking to the
people involved gives you a
'
special feeling.

'' All of us here believe in the
lordship of Jesus Christ, and in
the necessity of going out into the
world with our beliefs, but the
similarity. in what we believe
ends there. We don't stress
doctrine.''
The voices of the students were
seldom raised above soft murmurs. Eye-to-eye contact is intense.

Foster Parents Offer Second Home
by Suby Bolanos

"It's a great experience with a
family other than your own,"
according to freshman Jim
Cowen. To Craig Gagnon, it's "a
· nice kind of escape, somewhere
to get a good, home-cooked
meal." The Lawrence Foster
Parent Program,,created to help
freshmen students feel more at
home in tne Appleton community, has become more
popular over the past few years,
but also more complex.

/

Bronzes to he
Displayed at
Art Center
A one-man show of small
sculptures by New York artist
Reuben Kadish will be exhibited
at the Worcester Art Center from
Oct. 15 through Nov. 3.
Kadish has worked mostly with
the human figure. The largest of
the approximately 20 bronze
pieces to be show measures 24
inches high. The sculptures are
exhibited in cooperation with the
David Barnett Gallery in
Milwaukee. They · will be
displayed in addition to selections
chosen from the University's
permanent collection of prints,
which will be shown through Oct.
22.
GallHy hours for the 1972-1973
season are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday, and 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday.

This year, Ms. Pat Authier, A· great deal of paperwork and
program coordinator, hopes to correspondence is involved and
"can't be handled by one perfind compatible foster homes for
125-150 of the approximately 200 son". Ms. Authier, 218 E. Lawe,
students who signed up. About 50 would appreciate any assistance,
Even though she _firmly believes
have already been placed.
in the merits of the program, she
One of the biggest problems of will
not continue as coordinator
the program is being able to find next
homes which are mutually ac- help. year unless she gets some
ceptable to both students and
families. Though the final
The relationships between
judgement rests with · Ms. students and their foster parents
Authier, the decisions made vary greatly. But the majority of
regarding the pairing of families students interviewed felt the
and students is largely affected program was worthwhile and
by the latter groups.
· would hate to · see it suffer
Students are allowed to ,select because of lack of organizational
three or four families with help. As student participant
common interests, and the Maureen Hammond stated, "It
families are then given the op- wouldn't kill anything if the
portunity to say whether or not program was eliminated, but it's
they would like to foster that a very ·nice and different way to
particular student. Ms. Authier learn."
performs the final juggling of
name cards to prevent any unnecessary hurt feelings.
Occasion.a lly,
the foster
relationship is abused by the
student or family. In the past
freshmen have been known to be
used as built-in babysitters or
cocktail party conversation
pieces, Students have demanded
excessive transportation and
storage space for personal
belongings. · But these incidents
occur rarely, and should not be
allowed to overshadow the merits of the program, according to Mrs.
William Dresser, foster parent
and Neenah resident.
The biggest obstacle this year
is the lack of organizational help.
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Doyou
feel close
to God?

''My friends accept me for
what I am, and many of them are
Christians, too. But often people
here couldn't care less, and
sometimes they think we are
very strange."

"It's the receiving of input and
strength from the whole group in
order to go out into the world as
witnesses."
"We believe that- Christ is
really - here among us, for He
said, 'Wherever two or three are
gathered in my name, there I
am.' That's what we're doing."
''This group has become very
important to me."
"I have seen personal changes
come about because of my new
found faith. For example, I used
to. have a very foul mouth, but
now I've stopped that."
"We're a very diverse group."
Lawrence is not a place known
for its religious character, as
thes.e believers pointed out.
.

"It's not unchristian, it's
achristian."
"Most people here are worried
about making it scholastically, or
indulging for their own pleasure
in drinking or drugs."

that way once , I've found that
unless you use your emotions,
too, unless you actually love one
another and look to Jesus as the
centerpoint of your life, you miss
the real beauty of it all".
However belief in Christ
doesn't automatically mean ttiat
intellect is out and the believer
can lean back full of his own good
fortune.

"God gave us intellects and he
wants them used ... intelligently.
You can be a christian and a
great plasmobiologist at the
same time. You should be all you
can. But you can't let yourself be
too filled with knowledge
gathering to the exclusion of all
else."
"As the Bible says, 'earthly
wisdom passes away'. . ."
"You have to remember where
everything comes from. ·Keep
that uppermost."
They are honest people.

yellow cab
733-4444

...uoder .$300.00
The marantz model 1030 amplifier delivers an honest
30 watts RMS continuous power with less than .05
percent total harmonic distortion. And not just at
1000 hz either (IHF rating method) but all the way
from 20 to 20,000 hz! A full three year warranty.
The Garrard 42-s gives you anti-skating, damped
cueting ·and Garrad reliability with an excellent
SHURE M 75 cartridge. One year warranty.
The Ovation X genuine walnut speaker system utilizes
a heavy magnet 10" acoustic suspension woofer
cabable of solid super low bass response. An exponentiol horn tweeter delivers brilliant pure highs.
A full five year warranty.
·
Save $50.00 on this package. The complete system is
just $299.00. Pay in three installments with no
carrying charge.

Come to this
Christian Science Lecture

THE

CONVENIENT CENTRAL LOCATION
In Appleton, Wisconsin
Phone 414 _. 734-2611

The main difference between
this group and the once-a-week
worshippers is a personalization
of belief.

The meetings include "singing
"It's no good being a head
in praise of the Lord", prayers, christian who goes to church on
Bible study, deep personal ob- Sunday and knows all the docservations and much sharing of trine and looks at everything
experience.
logically and intellectually. I was

Treat them to Appleton's Finest Accomodations

OCTOBER 13
at 8:15 p.ni.
in Lawrence University
Music Drama Center,
115 Park Ave., Appleton.
Free admission, open to
the public.
·

"They intellectualize
everything about Christ."

Appleton
415 W. College
731:?114

Farah• Strike Goes On
by Jennifer Shaw

The Mexican-Americans who
are employed as industrial
laborers are now facing the same
problems as their fell ow migrant
workers in the agricultural
sector. A number of unskilled
Chicano factory workers employed at the Farah Manufacturing Company feel that they
are being repressed, and thus,
subject to exploitation. ,,.....

The Farah Manufacturing
Company is one of America's
largest manufacturers of men
and boys' pants ·and operates
numerous plants throughout
Texas and New Mexico. In order
to gain job-related rights and
protection, the Farah employees
attempted to form a union with
the support of the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers of America.
The management opposed these
actions and fired some of the
leading union activists.

"Ahoy Savoy"

In return, more than 3,000
Farah workers walked off their
job last May. Thus far there has
by David Haugland
In the grand radio tradition of been no report of violence on the·
LIVE performances, WLFM's part of the strikers. However,
own "Ahoy, Savoy!" began a . many strikers and their families
series of live dramatic readings have been arrested by local ofof Gilbert and Sullivan operettas ficials whose support was won by
Farah lawyers.
last Sunday, October 8.
The first operetta to be
The Federal Government has
presented, combining the famous
Doily Carte recordings and found the Farah Manufacturing
readings by Lawrence students, Company guilty of unfair labor
was the notable H.M.S. Pinafore. practices for firing union symUnder the direction of program pathizers. Yet, within a month
hos~ and hostess, Stanley Day after the declaration of the strike,
and Duffy Adelson,
the more union supporters were fired
production cast included Bill in Te_xas.
Sharp, Dave Larson, Rex
The Amalgamated Clothing
Richardson, David Haugland, Workers of America have
Stan Day, Lynn Trepel, Duffy launched a nationwide boycott of
Adelson, and Mary Leuhrson.
Farah pants. They are supported
In future weeks, a similar in this endeavor by the Citizens
format will be followed in the Committee for Justice for Farah
presentation of other Gilbert and Workers, chaired by Senator
Sullivan operettas. For a radio Gaylord Nelson.
program unlike any other, tune in
Appleton stores which carry
to "Ahoy Savoy!" on WLFM,
91.1, this coming Sunday af- Farah products are W.A. Close,
ternoon at two o'clock for the Drews Menswear, Gimbel's, a_nd
H.C. Prange Co.
Pirates of Penzance.

LUCC Opens Season
by Ann Carrott and

The last piece of legislation would
transform the Chapel parking lot
into an area reserved exclusively
opened Wednesday in Riverview for faculty members, guests of
Lounge. Business was held to a the University, and student
minimum due to the orientation teachers.
program presented to the new
The meeting was concluded
representatives. Confusion was with the annual discussion about
evident since all the reps are whether the Lawrence campus
serving on LUCC for the first should be converted into a
time.
pedestrian campus. Further
Topics discussed were the discussion . resulted in a
selection of the new Committee resolution which will be sent to
on Committees, a resolution the Appleton City Council in
(which passed) requesting the opposition to the proposed
installation of more bicycle racks widening of Lawe Str~t.
at "common areas where
It is this observer's opinion the
deemed necessary", and several
pieces of legislation to be voted LUCC will take some time to "get
on at the next meeting, rolling." There are several informed and aware members
November 1.
The first piece of legislation on ready to tackle the business
Unnext meeting's agenda concerns before the Council.
permitting social groups on fortunately, this cannot be said of
campus to buy beer from places all members presently sitting on
other than the Union, because of LUCC. Unless the entire Council
cost. The second would allow off- is willing to attack vigorously the
campus and commuting students problems and issues facing the
to park on campus without. Lawrence community, LUCC will
punitive action by the University. become a stagnant forum.
Debbie Burns
The 1972-73 LUCC season

Pli111

Is Your
AIIna Mater

In This List?
The Admission Office is eager
for prospective students to learn
about Lawrence from current
students. If you would like to
represent Lawrence · to prospective students from your
community or school during the
Christmas break, check this list
and those that will appear in
succeeding Lawrentians.
Telephone Mrs. Beaumont at 232
between 8 a.m. and 5 p~m., give
your name and campus
INSPIRED BY MOTHER NATURE, a Lawrentiail takes her
address, and let her know which
advantage of the last warm days of fall.
schools you will visit or whose
students you will contact. Shortly
after Thanksgiving you will
receive the names of students
from the schools you have chosen
whose interest in Lawrence
seems to justify your effort. Your
commitment will not extend
beyond Christmas vacation.

LSD is Seminar Topic
of Chem. Dept. Series
''Effects of LSD in the Brain''
is the title for a seminar to be
given next week by Ed Nemeth,
Lawrence neurochemistry
major. Part of the chemistry
department series, the seminar is
scheduled for 4: 30 p.m. on
Monday, October 16, in Youngchild 161.
Bel1eving that LSD (being the
most potent drug known) can be
used successfully as a probe to
explore altered states of consciousness
and
mental
psychoses, 1',Jemeth began an
investigation into the effects of
LSD on the brain from a
molecular approach under a
· tutorial last spring and continued
further research this summer at
Iowa State University.
Although the final behavioral
effects of LSD will be different in
each person due to personal mood
and environement, it is Nemeth's
proposal that the first effect LSD
produces in the brain is the same
in all individuals and this effect

Nile Tombs are Sub_ject
Tombs and high priests will be
discussed by an archaeological
authority in a lecture sponsored
by the Appleton chapter of the ·
Archaelogical Institute of
America (AIA) Monday, Oct. 16,
in Lawrence University's Worcester Art Center.
Lanny Bell, assistant in the
Egyptian section of the
University of Pennsylvania's
University Museum will speak
about his experience as field
director of a project to reopen
decorated, rock-cut tombs which
the University Museum excavated 50 years ago in Thebes,
the ancient Egyptian city on the
Nile.

Egyptology in the university's
Oriental Studies department. He ,
holds a B.A. in Egyptology from
the Oriental Institute of . the
University of Chicago.
Bell is author of several articles on his archaelogical investigations and is currently
preparing two studies for
publication.
The AIA Appleton chapter will
.sponsor two more lectures by
authorities on archaeological
subjects this winter and next
spring.
The AIA promotes archaeological interests through
publications and tours, as well as
through its lecture series. Next
·summer a tour to the People's
In addition to his work with the Republic of China and one · to
museum, Bell is an instructor in Roman Britain are planned.

733 4428

ABORTION

* Half a Block from Campus

INFORMATION

PREGNANCY TEST AVAILABLE

~ Stop in for all your laundry

An Abortion can be arranged
within 24 hours
You can return home
the same day you leave.

· and Dry Cleaning Services
~
~

can be best explained in terms of
changes in specific molecules at
the junction between two
neurons.
The seminar will discuss the
initial .effects produced by LSD
and propose · a theory which
accounts for the known
biochemical and physiological
effects of the drug that would
initiate a hallucination. In addition, Nemeth will discuss experiments that have related
LSD to chromosomal damage
and addiction.
·
Presently a junior, Nemeth is
continuing research on LSD this
term by examining single neuron
responses to hallucinagenic
drugs, hoping to obtain support
for his theory. "If we can understand what happens at a
molecular level t.ipon administration of LSD, then we may
have a new tool to explore altered
mental fu~ctioning, specifically,
mental diseases and perhaps
meditational processes."
-

Charge Accounts Available

CALL COLLE CT:

307 E. College Ave.

215 - 735-8100
OPEN 7 DAYS

A WEEK A Non-Profit Organization 24 HOURS

ALABAMA
Birmingham - Parker H.S.
Birmingham - Carver H.S .
ARIZONA
Phoenix -_ Cortez H.S.
CALIFORNIA
Berkeley - Berkeley H.S .
Beverly Hills - Bev. Hills H.S.
Carpinteria - The Cate School
Claremont - Webb School
Compton - Jordan H.S.
LaJolla - Bishop's School
Los Altos - Los Altos H.S.
Los Angeles - Fairfax H.S.
Los Angeles - Westlake School
N. Hollywood - Harvard School
Oakland - Skyline H.S.
O_jai · Thacher School
Palo Alto - Palo Alto H.S.
Rollitig Hills - Rolling Hills H.S.
Woodland Hills - Wm . H. Taft H.S.
CANADA
Wind~or Ontario - Vincent Massey
COLORADO
Boulder - Boulder H.S.
Boulder - Fairview ·H.S.
Colo. Spgs. - Colo. Spgs. School
Colo. Spgs. - Roy J. Wasson H.S.
Denver - Abraham Lincoln H.S.
Englewood - Denver Country Day
Westminster - Westminster H.S.
CONNECTICUT
Avon - Avon ·H.S .
Bloomfield · Bloomfield H.S.
Cheshire · Cheshire Academy
Groton · Robert E. Fitch H.S.
Guilford - Guilford H.S.
Hamden - Hamden H.S.
Manchester - Manchester H .S.
Middlebury - Westover School
New Canaan - New Canaan H.S.
New Haven - Day Prospect Hill
Norwalk - Brien McMahon
Pomfret - Pomfret School
South Kent - South Kent School
Stamford - Rippowam H .S.
Suffield - Suffiedl Acad .
Wallingford - Rosemary Hall
Waterbury - Kennedy H.S.
Watertown - Taft H.S.
West Hartford - Hall H.S.
Weston - Weston H.S.
Wilton - Wilson H.S.
Windsor - Loomis School
Woodbridge - Amity H.S.
WASHING TON D.C.
D.C. - Archbishop Carroll
D.C. - Eastern H.S.
D.C. - Western H.S.
DELAWARE
Newark - Newark H .S.
Wilmington - Brandwine H.S .
FLORIDA
Boca Raton - St. Andrews H.S.
Coral Gables - Coral Gables H.S.
Ft. Lauderdale - Pine Crest Sc.
Jacksonville - Bantram H.S.
Miami - Palmetto H.S.
Niceville - Niceville H.S.
Orlando - Edgewater H.S .
West Palm Beach - Principia Upper
School
GEORGIA
Atlanta - St. Joseph H.S.
Macon · Central H.S.
HAWAII
Hilo - Hilo H.S.
Honolulu - Kaimuka H.S.
Honolulu - McKinley H.S .
Honolulu - Punahou School
Honolulu - St. Andrew's Priory
Kailua - Kailua H.S.

ILLINOIS
Alton - Alton H.S.
Antioch - Antioch Comm. H.S.
Ari. Hts - Arlington H.S.
Ari. Hts - Forest View H.S.
Ari. Hts - John Hersey H.S.
Aurora - Rosary H.S.
Aurora - West H.S.
Barrington - Barrington H.S.
Belleville - Acad. of Notre Dame
Bensenville - Fenton H.S.
Berwyn - Morton West
Burbank - Queen of Peace
Burbank - Reavis H.S.
Carpentersville - Dundee Comm. H.S.
Cary - Cary Grove Comm. H.S.
Champaign - Centennial
Chicago - Calumet H.S.
Chi. - Central Y .M.C.A. High S.
Chi.
Chi. Public H.S. for
Metropolitan
Chi. - Faulkner
Chi. - Francis W. Parker
Chi. - Harlan H.S.
Chi. - Hyde Park H.S.
Chi. - Immaculata High S.
Chi. · Kelvyn Pk. H .S.
Chi - Kenwood H .S.
Chi. - Lakeview H.S.
Chi. · Latin School
Chi. · Marshall H.S.
Chi. · Mather H .S.
Chi. - Mercy (Unity) H.S.
Chi. · Morgan Park H.S.
Chi. - Mother McAuley H .S.
Chi. - St. Laurence
Chi. - St. Mel H.S.
Chi. - St. Patrick H.S. Boys
Chi. - W.H . Taft H.S.
Chi. · Tuley H.S.
Chi - Murray F. Tully H.S.
Chi. · University H.S.
Chi. - Von Steuben H.S.
Country Club Hills · Hillcrest H.S.
Crystal Lake - Crystal Lk. Comm.
Deerfield - Deerfield H.S.
Des Plaines + Maine Twp. H.S.
Des Plaines - Maine Twp. North
Des Plaines · Maine Twp. West
Downers Grove · Downers Grove
Comm. North
Elgin - Elgin H.S.
Elgin - Larkin H.S.
Elgin - St. Edward H.S.
Elmhurst - Immaculate Conception
Elmhurst - York Comm. H.S.
Evantson - Evantson Twp H.S.
Evanston - Roycemore
Evergreen Park - Evergreen Park H.S.
Flossmoor · Homewood-Flossmoor
H.S.
.
Freeport - Freeport H.S.
Geneva - Geneva Comm. H.S.
Glen Ellyn - Glen Bard West
Glenview · Glenbrook South H.S.
Gurnee - Warren Twp H.S.
Harvey - Thornton Twp H.S.
Highland Pk - Highland Pk H.S.
Hillside - Proviss West H.S.
Hinsdale - Hinsdale Central
Hinsdale - Hinsdale South
L~ - - -~~~AA>,\.Ulle.e~J~aK~~k.ssonviHe H.S.

Joliet · Joliet Central
Joliet - Joliet Catholic
Joliet - St. Francis Acad.
LaGrange - Nazareth Acad. Girls
LaGrange - Lyons Twp H.S.
Lake Forest - Lake Forest H.S.
Lake Forest - Woodlands
Libertyville - Libertyville H.S.
Lisle · Benet Acad.
Lombard · Blenbard East H.S.
Lombard - Montini H.S .
Mt. Prospect - Prospect H.S.
Mundelein - Carmel H.S. for Girls
Naperville - Naperville · Naperville
Central
Neponset - Neponset H.S.
Northborook - Glenbrook N
Northfield - New Trier West
Norridge - Ridgewood H.S.
Oak Lawn - St. Laurence
Oak Lawn - Oak Lawn Comm.
Oak Park - Oak Park-River Forest
H.S.
Olympia · Fields · Rich Central H.S.
Palos Hills - Amos Alonzo Stagg H.S.
Park Forest - Rich East
Park Ridge · Maine Twp East
Park Ridge - Maine Twp South
Peoria · Peoria H.S.
Prairie View - Stevenson
Normal - University H.S.
Riverside - Riverside-Brookfield H.S.
Rochelle - Rochelle Twp H.S.
Rockford - East H.S.
Rockford - Guilford H.S.
Rockford - Harlem H.S.
St. Charles - St. Charles H.S.
Skokie - Niles East H.S.
Skokie - Niles West H.S.
South Bolland - Elizabeth Seton H.S.
South Holland - Thornwood H.S.
Springfield - Southeast H.S.
Springfield - City Day School
Stillman - Stillman Valley H.S.
Waukegan · Holy Child H.S.
Waukegan - Waukegan Comm.
Estchester - Immaculate Heart of
Mary H.S.
Wheaton - Wheaton Central
Wheaton - Wheaton Comm. · North
Villa Park - Willowbrook H.S.
Wilmette - Loyola Acad.
Wilmette - Regina Dominican H.S.
Winnetka - New Trier East
Woodstock · Woodstock H.S.
Zion - Zion-Benton Twp H.S.

INDIANA
Chesterton · Cesterton H.S.
Cuh·er - Cuh·er Mili. Acad.
Columbus · Columbus North H.S.
Crown Point · Crown Pt. H.S.
Elkhart .' Central H.S.
Greencastle · Greencastle H.S.
Highland · Highland H.S.
Indianapolis · "North Central H.S.
Muncie - Central H.S.
Munster · Munster H.S.

New Albany - New Albany H.S.
South Bend · Andrew Jackson H.S.
South Bend - Clay H .S.
Terre Haute - Paul C. Schulte H.S.
IOWA
Albia · Albia Comm. H.S.
Cedar Falls · Cedar Falls H.S.
Cedar Rpaids - John F. Kennedy H.S.
Des Moines - Lincoln H.S.
Dubuque - Dubuque H.S.
Dubuque - Wahlert H.S.
Iowa City - Regina H.S., West H.S.
LeMars - Community H.S.
Mt. Vernon · Mt. Vernon H.S.
KANSAS
Shawnee Mission - Shawnee Mission
H.S.
Topeka · G.E.D. at Topeka H.S.
Wichita · Wichita H.S. East
KENTUCKY
Ft. Thomas · Highlands H.S.
Lexington - Lexington Catholic
MAINE
Boothbay Harbor - Boothbay Region
H.S .
Kents Mill - Kents Mill School
Marblehead · Berwick Academy

MARYLAND
Baltimore - Friends School
Bethesda · Bethesda-Chevy Chase
H.S.
Bethesda - Walt Whitman H .S.
Brooklandville - Park School
Burtonsville · Paint Branch H.S.
Columbia · Wilde Lake H.S .
Laurel · Laurel H.S.
Stevenson · St. Timothy's School
MASSACHUSETTS
Andover - Abbot Academy
Andover - Phillips Academy
Boston - The Winsor School
Brookline · Browne Nichols
Chestnut Hill - Beaver Country Day
School
·
Concord - Concord Aeademv
Deerfield - Northfield-Mt. Hermon
H.S.
Groton · Lawrence Academy
Hingham - Hingham H.S.
No. Andover - Brooks School
No. Andover · North Andover H.S.
Osterville · Barnstable H.S.
Pittsfield - Miss Hall's School
S. Hadley - S. Hadley H.S.
Topsfield - Masconomet Reg. H.S.
Springfield - MacDuffie School
Swampscott · Swampscott H.S.
Wellesley - Dan Hill School
Weston - Cambridge School
Willimstown - Buxton School
Wilmington - Wilmington H.S.
Worcester - Doherty Mem. H.S.
MICHIGAN
Adrian - Adrian H.S.
Benton Harbor· Benton Harbor H.S.
Birmingham · West Bloomfield H.S.
Bloomfield Hills - Andover H.S.
Bloomfield Hills · Cranbrook School
Bloomfield - Kingswood School
Coldwater - Coldwater H.S.
Detroit · Cooley H.S.
Grand Rapids · East Grand Rapids
H.S.
Grosse Pte. - South High School
Interlochen · Interlachen Academy
Kalamazoo - Dawntreader H.S.
Livonia - Clarenceville H.S.
· Marquette - Marquette H.S.
Midland - Dow H.S.
Midland · Midland H.S.
Royal Oak - Royal Oak Danders H.S.
St. Johns - St. Johns H.S.
St. Joseph - St. Joseph H.S.
Traverse City · Traverse City H.S.
MIGHIGAN
Benton Harbor - Benton Harbor H.S.
Birmingham - West Bloomfield H.S.
Bloomfield Hills - Andover H.S. Bloomfield Hills - Cranbrook School
Bloomfield - Kingswood School
Coldwater - Coldwater H.S.
Detroit - Cooley H.S.
Grand Rapids · East Grand Rapids
H.S.
Grosse Pte. - South High School
Interlochen - Interlochen Academy
Kalamazoo - Dawntreader H.S.
Livonia - Clarenceville H .S.
Midland · Dow H.S.
Midland - Midland H.S.
Royal Oak - Royal Oak Donders H.S.
·
St. Johns - St. Johns H.S. •
St. Joseph · St. Joseph H.S.
Traverse City - Traverse City H.S.
MINNESOTA
Albert Lea - Albert Lea H.S.
Anoka - Anoka H.S.
Bloomington - Kennedy H.S.
Bloomington - Lincoln H.S.
Brainerd - Brainerd H .S.
Cannon Falls - Cannon Falls H.S.
Dawson - Dawson H.S.
Duluth · Duluth East H.S.
Edina - Edina H.S.
Edina · Edina West H.S.
Glencoe - Glencoe H.S.
Mendota Hts. · Henry Sibley H.S.
Mpls. - Minnehaha Academy
Mpls. - Northrop Collegiate H.S.
Mpls. - St. Anthony H.S.
Mpls. - West H.S.
Robbinsdale - Robbinsdale H.S.
Rochester · John Marshall H.S.
Minnetonka - Minnetonka H.S.
Mount ·- Mound Westonka H .S.

Rochester - Lourdes H.S .
Rochester - Mayo H.S.
St. Louis Park - St. Louis Park H.S.
St. Paul - Convent of the Visitation
St. Paul - Harding H.S.
St. Paul - Highland Park H.S.
St. Paul - Murray High School
St. Paul - St. Paul Acadeym-Summit
School
St. Paul - St. Thomas Academy
Stillwater · Stillwater H.S.
Winona - Winona H.S.

Richmond Hill - Richmond Hill H.S.
Rochester - Allendale School
Rochester - Brighton H.S.
Rockville Centre - Southside H.S.
Rye - Rye -ff.S-.
Scarsdale - Scarsdale H.S.
Smithtown - St. Anthony's H.S.
Syracuse - Henninger H.S.
Vestal - Vestal H.S.
W. Nyack - Clarkstown H.S. South
Williamsville - Williamsville South
H.S.

MINNESOTA
NORTH CAROLINA
Albert Lea · Albert Lea H.S.
Charlotte - Myers Park H.S. South
Anoka · Anoka H.S.
Durham - Hillside H.S.
Bloomington · Kennedy H.S.
Farmville - Farmville Central
Bloomington - Lincoln H.S.
. Hickory - North State Acad.
Brainered · Brainerd H.S.
Cannon Falls - Cannon Falls H.S.
Dawson - Dawson H.S.
OHIO
Duluth - Duluth EAst H.S.
Bay Village - Bay H.S.
Edina · Edina H.S.
Centerville - Centerville H.S.
Edina - Edina West H.S.
Cincinnati - Anderson H.S.
Fairmont - Fairmont H.S.
Cincinnati - Mariemont H.S.
Glencoe · Glencoe H.S.
Cincinnati - Princeton
Mendota Hts. · Henry Sibley H.S.
Cincinnati - Walnut Hills H.S.
Mpls. · Minnehaha Academy
Cleveland - John F. Kennedy H.S.
Mpls. - Northrop Collegiate H.S.
Cleveland - Laurel School
Mpls. - Regina H.S.
Cleveland Hts. · Cleve! Hts. H.S.
Mpls. · St. Anthony H.S.
Dayton - Oakwood H.S.
Mpls. · West H.S.
Delaware - Hayes H.S.
Robbinsdale - Robbinsdale H.S.
Gahanna - Columbus Academy
Rochester - John Marshall H.S.S.
Gates Mills - Gilmour Acad.
Minnetonka - Minnetonka H.S .
Hamilton - Taft H.S.
Mound - Mound Westonka H.S.
Hudson - Western Reserve Acad.
Rochester - Lourdes H.S.
Kettering - Fairmont West H .S.
Rochester - Mayo H.S.
Lima - Lima H.S.
St. Louis Park · St. Louis~Park H.S.
Osford - Talawonda H.S.
St. Paul · Convent of the Visitation
Shaker Hts. - Laurel
St. Paul - Harding H.S.
•
Shaker Hts. - Shaker Hts. H.S .
St. Paul - Highland Park H.S.
Sylvania - Sylvania H.S.
St. Paul - Murray H.S.
Toledo - Maumee Valley C.D.S.
St. Paul - St. Paul Academy Summit Troy - Troy H.S.
School
Vermilion - Vermilion H.S.
St. Paul · St. Thomas Academy
Worthington - Worthington H.S.
Stillwater - Stillwater H.S.
Youngstown - Liberty H.S.
Win,ona - Winona H.S.
Ballwin · Parkway West H.S . .
OKLAHOMA
Chesterfield - Parkway Central
Norman - University School
Clayton - Clayton H.S.
Columbia - Hickman H.S.
Creve Cour - De Smet Jesuit
OREGON
Kansas City - Barstow H.S.
Corvaillis - Corvallis H.S.
Kansas City - Loretto H.S.
Portland - Catlin Gabel
Kirkwood- Kirkwood H.S.
Portland - Lincoln Its.
Ladue - Horton Watkins H.S.
Portland - Woodrow Wilson
St. Joseph - Central H.S.
Salem - North Salem H.S.
St. Louis · C.B .C. Military Inst.
Sublimity - Silverton Union H.S.
St. Louis · Horton Watkins H.S.
St. Louis - John Burroughs H.S.
St. ·Louis - Lutheran H.S. North
PENNSYLVANIA
St. Louis · Mary Institute
Ardmore - Lower Merion H.S.
St. Louis · Riverview Gardens
St. Louis - St. Louis Priory
Greensburg - Hempfield Area H.S.
St. Louis · St. Louis Univ. H.S.
Lebanon - Cedar Crest H.S.
Sheffield - Berkshire School
Lewisburg - Lewisburg H.S.
Lima - Penncrest H.S.
Webster Groves - Hampshire H.S.
Webster Groves - Webster Groves Monongahela - Ringgold H.S.
Neffsville - Manheim Twnshp.
New Castle - Shenango H.S.
MONTANA
Newtown Square - Maple Newtown
Anaconda · Anaconda Central H.S.
H.S.
Philadelphia - Friends Select School
NEBRASKA
Phil. - Parkway Prog. School
Lincoln - Lincoln H.S.
Phil. - Springside School
Omaha - Omaha-Benson H.S.
Pittsburgh - Alldercice
Omaha - Westside H .S.
Pittsburgh - Mt. Lebanon H.S.
Pittsburgh - Mt. Lebanon H.S.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Plymouth
Mtg.
PlymouthExeter - Phillips Exeter Aca.
Whitemarsh H.S.
Hanover - Hanover H.S.
Radnor - Archbishop Carroll
Meriden · Kimball Union Academy
Radnor - Radnor H.S.
Plymouth - Holderness School
Springfield - Springfield H.S.
Wilton - High Mowing School
Swarthmore - Swarthmore H.S .
W. Chester - Downingtown H.S.
NEW MEXICO
Hork - Wm. Penn H.S.
Las Cruces - Las Cruces H.S.
NEW JERSEY
Allendale - No. Highlands Reg. H.S.
Basking Ridge - Ridge H.S.
Belle Meade - Palatine H.S.
Blairstown - Blair Academy
Cedar Grove - Memorial H.S.
Cherry Hill · Cherry Hill H.S.
Elizabeth - Pingry School
Hightstown - Peddie School
Lakewood - Lakewood H.S.
Lawrenceville - Lawrenceville H.S.
Martinsville
Bridgewater-Rein tor
H.S. East
Montclair· - Kimberley H.S.
Montclair · Montclair H.S.
Mt. Holly - Rancocas Valley
New Milford - New Milford H.S.
Princeton - Princeton Day School
Ridgewood - Ridgewood H.S.
Skillman - Montgomery H.S.
Somerset - Rutgers Prep School
Sparta - Sparta H.S.
Summit -· Kent Place School
Teaneck - Teaneck H.S.
Trenton - Ewing H.S.
W. Orange - W. Orange H.S.

NEW YORK
Bay Shore - Bay Shore H.S.
Bellmore · John F. Kennedy
Brooklyn · John Dewey H.S.
Brooklyn · Midwood H.S.
Delmar · Bethlehem Central
Dobbs Ferry · Ardsley H.S.
Dobbs Ferry · Masters School
Farmingdale · Farmingdale H.S.
Gowanda - Gowanda H.S.
Great Neck - Gr. Neck South H.S.
Hicksville · Hicksville H.S.
Huntington · Huntington H.S.
Malone · Franklin Academy
Manlius - Manlius Pebble Hill
Mineola - Chaminade H.S.
Bronx · Adlai E. Stevenson
N.Y. · Bronx H.S. of Science
N.Y. · Cathedral
N.Y. · Fordham Prep
N.Y. - N.Y. Prepatory
Port Washington.- Paul D. Schreiber
H.S.
Poughkeepsie - Oakwood School

RHODE ISLAND
Cranston - Cranston West H.S.
Providence - Lincoln School
Portsmouth - Portsmouth Abbey
SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston - Ashley Hall
Charleston - Porter~Gaud School
SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls - Washington H.S.
TENNESSEE
Memphis - Central H.S •.
Memphis - University School
Memphis - St. Mary's Epis.
Nashville - Hillsboro H.S.
Nashville - Montgomery Bell Acad.
TEXAS
Austin - St. Stephen's Epis.
Houston - Kinkaid School
Houstonn- Robert E. Lee H.S.
Houston - St. Piux X H.S.
Richardson - J. J. Pearce H.S.
Richardson - Richardson H.S.
San Antonio - Chruchill H.S.
Fort Worth - Eastern Hills H.S.

UTAH
Mt. Pleasant - Wasatch Acad .

VERMONT
St. Johnsbury - St. Johnsbury Acad.
South Burlington - Rice Memorial
H.S.

VIRGINIA
Alexandria - Fort Hunt H.S.
Alexandria - T. Jefferson H.S.
Charlottesville - Lane H .S.
Fairfax - Fairfax H.S.
Falls Church - JEB Stuart H.S.
Richmond - The Open H.S.
Vienna - Oakton H.S.
WASHINGTON
Oak Harbor · Oak Harbor H.S.
Redmond - Redmond H.S.
Tacoma - Curtis H.S.
Tacoma - Stadium H.S.
Walla Walla - Walla Walla H.S.
Yakima - Eisenhower H.S.

WISCONSIN
Altoona - Altoona H.S.
Appleton - Appleton East
Appleton - Appleton West
Beaver Dam · Wayland Acad.
Beloit - Memorial
Brookfield - Brookfield Acad.
Brookfield - Brookfield Central
Brookfield - Brookfield East
Cedarburg - Cedarburg H.S .
Cudahy - Cudahy H.S.
Delafield - St. John's Mili. Acad.
DePere - DePere H.S.
Eagle River · Eagle River H.S.
Fond du Lac - L.P. Goodrich
Ft. Atkinson · Ft. Atkinson H.S .
GI en dale - Nicolet
Grafton - Grafton H.S.
Green Bay - East H.S .
Green Bay · Preble H.S.
Greendale - Greendale H.S.
Greendale - Martin Luther
Greenfield - Chas. B. Whitnall
Hartland · Arrowhead H.S .
Hortonville - Hortonville H.S.
Hudson - Hudson H.S.
Kenosha · Bradford H .S.
Kenosha - George Tremper
Kenosha - St. Joseph H.S .
Kewaskum - Kewaskum H.S.
Kimberly - Kimberly H .S.
La Crosse · Central H.S .
Lake Geneva - Badger H.S.
Lancaster - Lancaster H.S.
Loyal - Loyal H .S.
Madison - LaFollete H.S.
Madison - James Madison Memorial
H.S.
Madison · Madison East H.S.
Madison - Madison West H.S.
Manitowoc - Roncalli H.S.
Markesan - Markesan H.S.
Menasha - Menasha H.S.
Menasha - St. Mary Central
Menomonie - Menomonie H.S.
Mequon · Homestead H.S.
Mequon - Thiensville-Mequon H.S .
Milw. - Hamilton H.S.
Milw - Boys Tech. H.S.
Milw - Div. Sav. Holy Angel ·
Milw - Dominican H.S.
Milw - James Madison
Milw - John Marshall H.S.
Milw - Marquette Univ. H.S.
S. Milw - Milwaukee H.S.
Milw - Pulaski H.S.
Milw - Riverside H.S.
Milw - Rufus King H.S.
S. Milw - S. Milw H.S.
Milw - Washington H.S . .
Mineral Pt. - Mineral Pt. H.S.
Minocqua - Lakeland H.S.
Neenah - Armstrong H.S.
Nekoosa - Nekoosa H.S.
Oak Creek - Oak Creek H.S.
Oconomowoc - Oconomowoc H.S.
Oshkosh - Oshkosh H.S.
Pewaukee - Pewaukee H.S.
PlattPlatteville - Platteville H.S.
Plymouth · Plymouth H.S.
Racine - J. I. Case H.S.
Racine - St. Catherine H.S.
Racine - Washington Park ·
Rice Lake - Rice Lake H.S.
St. Nazianz - JFK Prep
Seymour - Seymour H.S.
Shawano - Shawano H.S.
Sheboygan - North H.S.
Shorewood - Shorewood H.S.
Stevens Pt. · S.P.A.S.H.S.
Thorp - Thorp H.S.
Varona - .Varona H.S.
Wales - Kettle Moraine H.S.
Waukesha - Waukesha H.S.
Wausau - Wausau East
Wauwatosa - Wauwatosa East
Wauwatosa - Wauwatosa West
West Allis - Nathan Hale
Whitefish Bay - Whitefish Bay H.S.
Williams Bay · Williams Bay H.S.
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Rooters Tie Ripon 1-1
by Curt Cohen

''You really need a guy in the
center", implying that the Vikes
still haven't found a replacement
for last year's scoring a~e, Archie Koranteng.
The strategy was attempted
after last week's game against
Ripon ended in a 1-1 tie. The
Vikes' lone scorer was left
half})ack Ossie Holway.
Lawrence lead on Holway's
goal with just under five minutes
left in the first half when fullback
Steve Licata was' called for
charging in the Vikes' defensive
zone. A direct kick was awarded
to the Redmen and left-wing Brad
Seaman beat · goalie Hall
( "Hunt") Taylor with a hard, low
drive, to tie the score.
The game went into two
overtime periods but neither
team was able to generate any
offense - only one shot was taken
during both overtime periods and the game ended in a 1-1 tie.
After Saturday's game in
Milwaukee, the Vikes return for
homecoming against Ripon on
October 21, at the Institute Field.

The Lawrence University
Soccer Team's biggest game of
the still young season will be
played at 1:00 p.m. tomorrow in
Milwaukee as the Vikes pit their
1-0-1 record against Marquette
University's Warriors.
Last season L.U.S.T. eased a lo victory from Marquette, here,
on a lone goal by forward Archie
Koranteng (L.U. '71). This time
the Vikes will be relying heavily
on the capabilities of two rookie
forwards, Peter Bergmann and
Ken Kolodner.
In preparation for Saturday's
game, L.U.S .T. took on Fox
Valley Tech, Wednesday, and
recorded a shut out, 2-0, on two
goals by left-wing Bergmann.
Wednesday's game was an
attempt by Coach ("Big Al")
Blomgren to test out a new offense, using five forwards instead
of the usual four, in order to beefup L.U.S.T.'s scoring. Mid-way
through the game though,
Blomgren went back to a four
man line. Co-captain Bill Denis
explained the switch by saying,

J.V.

LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY SOCCER TEAM, First row: Wally Kletzger, Tom Cutler,
Roger Kimber, Co-Capt. Bill Dennis, Co-Capt. Ozzie Holway, Augie, Fosu, Dave Hachmeister, Dave Klick. Second row: Ken Richyer, John Imse, John Sterba, Chris Murray,
Tom Schoettler, Tom Myers, Robbie Bearman, Peter Bergmann, Jeff Petrenchik. Third
row: Dave Guzik, Steve Licata, Dave Dunlap, Kyron Dowling, Hall Taylor, Ken Kolodner,
Dave Wray, Mike Murphy. Not pictured: Fred Gannett, John Ulsh.

by Jerry Percak

Although the Varsity was
~having its problems the J.V.
football team kept its record
clean by defeating Lakeland 2913. They beat Maranatha earlier
in the season to bring their record
to two victories against no
defeats.
Lakeland struck early in the
game.
Quarterback
Mike
Deldridge found Steve LeVine
open and Le Vine made a nice run
for a 60 yard score.
Lawrence countered quickly as
Appleton West product Jack
Anderson threw a strike to Steve
Ehren for a 29 yard touchdown.
Anderson had a great day,
threading the needle to Bob
Currie twice for scores of 14 and
29 yards, then hitting Matt
Kreiner in the end zone for yet
another T.D., this one a 15 yarder.
The Viking defense got into the ·
fun also as a host of tacklers
nailed the hapless Deldridge in
the end zone for a 2 point safety.
Lakeland concluded the scoring

on a Deldridge to Mark Thede
pass.
Coach Ron Roberts used this
game to test two of Lawrence's
already seasoned men at
receiving positions. Steve Ehren,
a back, showed versatility as he
handled the wide receiving
position well and scoring a touchdown. Roberts also tried Bob
Currie, usually a back, out at the
flanker spot. Currie-responded by
burning the Lakeland ·defense
twice for scores. Both men along
with Anderson may be used to
give depth to the talented
Lawrence air corps of Mark
Cebulski, Sam Mccreedy, and
Paul Yankee.

Monmouth
Cornell
Coe
St. Olaf
Ripon
Knox
Grinnell
Carleton
Lawrence
Beloit

Injuries also plague the Vike
J.V. as Joe Troy left the game
with cracked ribs. Rick Flom will
be out for three weeks with his
knee in a cast. Earl Patterson's
knee will be in cast for an indefinite period of time. Willie ·
Midgett sustained an injury to his
ankle and will spend a week
recovering. -

by Tom Wolff

369 · 188 557
171 168 339
238 77 315
236 59 295
113 158 271
203 60 263
125 84 209
135 54 189
92 96 188
62 75 -137

Monmouth
Cornell
St. Olaf
Knox

Coe
Ripon
Beloit
Lawrence
Carleton
Grinnell

Midwest Conferenee
WLPts.Opp.
Cornell
3 0 100 20
St. Olaf
3 0 45 13
Monmouth
3 0 158 14
2 1 52 51
Knox
2 1 47 44
Coe
Ripon
1 2 47 35
1 2 13 81
Carleton

Lawrence
Grinnell
Beloit

0 3
0 3
0 3

36 86
20 121

13 · 66

70
79
120
127
118
180
202
332
285
228

35
117
94
107
117
75
79
54
124
220

105
196
214
234
235
255
281
386
409
448

Games Saturday (Oct.14)

St. Olaf at Cornell (Homecoming); Knox at Carleton
(Homecoming); Beloit at Ripon
(Homecoming); Monmouth at
Coe; Grinnell at Lawrence.
Results Last Saturday

St. Ol~f 14, Ripon 6
Coe 17, Lawrence 14
Monmouth 47, Carleton O
Knox 18, Beloit 13
Cornell 52, Grinnell 13

Top Ten Individual Scorers
1.

Jim Becia, Corn.
Al Shepherd, Mon.
John Unterfranz, Mon.
Tom Roy, Mon. ·
Washington Alston, Grin.
Mick Birkhofer, Mon.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Matt Entrup, Mon.
8. Mark Gelle, SO
9. Craig Kouba, Corn.
10. Steve McCreddy, Law.

TD XP FG TP
0
0
30
5
30
0
0
5

4
0
3
3

0

0

24

17

1

20

0
0

0
0

18

0
13
1

0
1
0

3

3
0
2

u

18

m
18
16
13

a

Vikes Win Battle, Lose War
by Bruce Carlsen

"The victory was so close they
could have tasted it." These
words expressed the sentiment
from Kingston Metropolitan
Stadium, Cedar Rapdis Iowa,
where last weekend the Cohawks
of Coe College defeated the
Lawrence Vikings 17-14. The
bitter loss.for the Vikings sent the
4,000 hometown fans into pandemonium. The winning touchdown, with just four seconds left
on the scoreboard, came on a one
yard plunge by Coe quarterback
Rick Kleinhans. The point after
attempt was good.
Scoring in the game started
early with the Cohawks jumping
into the lead on a one yard run by
tailback Dean Flagel with 10: 43
left in the first quarter. Lawrence
then tied the score at 7-7 on a 35
yard pass from Mark Cebulski to
frosh end Paul Yankee. The
Vikes opened the second half
scoring column on an 18 yard toss
from Cebulski to Sam Mccreedy.
The kick by Steve Ehrens was
good and Lawrence went ahead
14-7.
At this point Coe was playing

·Harriers Lose t·o Coe
improvement over last week's
performance.
The conditioning program that
prepares the team for the rigors
of the four mile run include two
different types of workouts. The
long ten mile runs are particularly helpful in strengthening
the legs and building stamina.
The shorter five mile sprints
emphasize speed. Coach Traver,
himself a veteran of this
philosophy, has utilized both
types of training. Cross Country
in the United States is similar to
the British school of training.
Preseason practices consist
mainly of the longer type while
the shorter, sprint workouts are
used to give the runners a
competitive edge and an extra
boost for the quick sprints used in
passing opponents and finishing
with a good effort. The wide
diversity that an alternating
schedule provides is good to keep
the runners interest high.

The Lawrence University cross
country team, -depleted by injuries, was soundly trounced by
Coe last Saturday. The final score
read Coe 21 - Lawrence 40, Coe
winning by virtue of fewer points.
Coe took the top two spots in the
grinding four mile run.
Lawrence's Brian Farmer and
Jay LaJone placed third and
fourth with respective times of 22
minutes 14 seconds and 22
minutes 23 seconds. Rick
Lawrence, a promising freshman, seems to have recovered
from a knee injury which had
sidelined him for the Lawrence
Invitational and finished an
encouraging
tenth .
Other
Lawrence runners in the meet
were: Joe Ziman, John Bauhs,
Jim Sonderegger, and Eric
Olmstead.
This Saturday our runners
venture to Milwaukee to participate in the UMATC Invitational with hopes for marked

Team Defense
(Three-Game Averages)
Rush. Pass. Total

Team Offense
(Three-Game Averages)
Rush . Pass. Total

Football Win·s Second

catch-up ball and they did just
that. With 52 seconds left in the
third quarter the Cohawk's
placekicker, Ron Bowell, booted
a 37 yard field goal which made
the score 14-10, Lawrence.
Finally, the roof fell in. Coe's
Ed Donbrowski recovered a
fumble on Lawrence's 14 yard
line after a mix up on the snap.
Coe's offensive unit took five
plays to score, just nipping both
the final gun and the winless
Vikes .
Inspite of being on the wrong
end of a close score, this game
could rekindle the entire football
team. Lawrence's offensive unit
demonstrated some tremendous
potential by racking up a total of
252 yds. Senior Mark Cebulski, a
Grafton, Wisconsin product,
enjoyed one of his finest afternoons since his all-conference
days as a . prep. "Cebo" completed 15 out of 23 passes, threw
for two TDs and personally
figured in 170 total yards. Also
deserving special mention is Bob
Currie who led all ground gainers
with 10 carries for 41 yards.

The big Blue and White defense
cannot be given enough credit.
Time and time again they put the
clamp on the Coe offense.
Deserving much of the credit is
senior Co-Capt. Dan Bice, who
made many clutch tackles from
his linebacking position. The
defensive secondary has really
held the young Vikes together.
Lawrence ranks second among
all Midwest Conference teams in
pass yardage allowed with a total
of 54 yards in three games . One ·
leader of the big "D" is senior
Dave Rothschild who turned in a
brilliant performance with 3
interceptions (4 for the season)
and a fumble recovery. Defensive back Doug Gilbert played
well as he competed in the final
game of his Lawrence career. He
was put out of action for the
season ' after a knee injury incurred late in the first half.
Tomorrow the Vikes play host
to Grinnell College in the
Lawrence Bowl at 1:30 as they
prepare for next week's
Homecoming encounter with
Ripon.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA individual scoring lead in MidFour of the first division teams in west Conference statistics
the Midwest Conference will released Tuesday. Each has
clash this week, including one scored five touchdowns for 30
game matching two of the points. John Unterfranz of
league's undefeated teams . Monmouth is in third place with
Cornell and St. Olaf, both 3-0 will 24 points on four touchdowns
meet at Cornell's Homecoming. while Tom Roy , Monmouth
Monmouth, which also is un- kicking specialist, is fourth with
defeated in three league games , 20 points on 17 points-afterwill travel to Coe. Coe and Knox touchdown and one field goal.
are tied for fourth with 2-1 marks.
and
Cornell
Monmouth
Knox will play a Homecoming dominated the team statistics in
game at Carleton.
the first three games of the
Al Shephered of Monmouth and season. Monmouth not only
Jim Becia of Cornell grabbed the posted the best effort in overall

team offense (averaging 557
yards) and team defense (105)
but also led in each of four
categories - rushing (369),
passing (188), rushing defense
(70) and passing defense (35).
Cornell was second in both offense and defense, averaging 339
yards per game while holding
opponents to an average of 196
yards. Cornell also was second in
passing (168) and in rushing
defense (79). Lawrence was
second in pass defense (54) and
Coe was second in rushing offense (238).
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